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Abstract 

The thesis work, aimed at the development of laser-spectroscopic detection 
schemes, consists of three parts, concerned with the development and application 
of different techniques. The development of UV filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) 
for thermometry and fuel/air ratio measurements, using a frequency tripled, single-
longitudinal-mode alexandrite laser at ∼254 nm together with an isotopically 
enhanced mercury filter, is examined first. Mercury has almost ideal features for 
serving as an atomic filter, having sharp cut-off slopes and a high extinction ratio, 
making it possible to effectively block unbroadened scattered light from particles, 
for example, and still let Doppler broadened light from the gas-phase pass through. 
The S6-model was utilized to model the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering lineprofile. 
The FRS was employed in several applications, the thermometry measurements 
agreeing well with earlier measurements and calculations. Fuel/air ratio 
measurements were also obtained, various preliminary results being discussed. 

A second area considered was use of polarization spectroscopy (PS) to probe 
species relevant to combustion. The CH radical was studied in a low-pressure 
methane/oxygen flame and compared with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 
measurements acquired simultaneously. Atomic hydrogen was imaged at ambient 
pressure in a hydrogen/oxygen flame, utilizing a two-photon-pump polarization 
spectroscopy probe (TPP-PSP) approach in which a 243 nm laser beam was used 
to excite the atoms through a two-photon process to the 2s state. The 2s state was 
then probed by use of the 2s-4p transition through a PS scheme employing 486 
nm. PS was also extended into the mid-infrared spectral regime and used to probe 
ro-vibrational transitions of species not accessible in the UV and visible spectral 
range. Use of infrared PS (IRPS) for detection of minor species such as OH and 
C2H2 produced in flames, as well as of stable species such as CO2, CH4 and H2O 
was demonstrated. The signal-to-noise ratio obtained was higher than for IRLIF. 

Finally, the development of planar LIF (PLIF) for CH involving improved 
detection sensitivity for a single-shot investigation of lean and turbulent premixed 
flames was reported. An alexandrite laser characterized by a long pulse duration 
(∼150 ns) and the possibility to operate both in a single-mode manner with a 
narrow bandwidth (∼100 MHz) and in a multimode manner with a broad 
bandwidth (∼8 cm-1), was utilized to excite the B-X (0,0) band. A sharp and thin 
CH layer was visible from Φ = 0.6 to Φ = 1.5 in methane/air flames. Finally, use of 
the technique in a lean and partially premixed methane/air flame in a co-axial jet 
flame burner was demonstrated. 
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Sammanfattning 

Förbränning förknippas av många som förlegat. Att utvinna energi genom att 
”elda” har människan gjort under årtusenden, men trots det bestod Sveriges totala 
energiproduktion 2004 till 52 % av förbränning. De flesta bilar, båtar, flyg och i 
vissa fall även tåg utnyttjar den kemiskt lagrade energin i fossila bränslen. 
Uppvärmningen av bostäder är inte heller att förringa, där olja fortfarande har en 
betydande roll. 

Under det gångna decenniet har diskussionen om växthuseffekten stadigt ökat i 
både internationella och nationella medier och nådde sin kulmen 2007 då Al Gore 
och FN:s klimatpanel erhöll Nobels fredspris för sina insatser. 

Oberoende av vilket bränsle som väljs så ger förbränning upphov till 
föroreningar, inte bara koldioxid (som tills för ett antal år sedan ansågs som mer 
eller mindre helt ofarlig) utan även kväveoxider, svaveloxider, sot och oförbrända 
kolväten är föroreningar som förbränning för med sig. Kväveoxider och sot till 
exempel, uppkommer även vid förbränning av biobränslen. För att kunna minska 
de olika utsläppen krävs en djup förståelse för de komplexa, fundamentala 
processer som styr förbränningen. Att förstå flöden, koncentrationer av olika 
ämnen och temperaturer vid olika tidpunkter i förbränningsprocessen är avgörande 
för effektivare och miljömässigt godtagbar förbränning. 

I denna doktorsavhandling beskrivs utvecklingen av ett antal 
laserspektroskopiska mätmetoder för att studera just dessa parametrar. 
Lasermätmetoder har stora fördelar jämfört med traditionella mätmetoder, med en 
möjlighet att mäta väldigt snabba förlopp (kortare än en miljarddels sekund), 
väldigt små strukturer i rummet (ner till nästan 50 miljontedels meter) och i 
princip beröringsfritt, det vill säga utan att påverka förbränningen.  

I avhandlingen beskrivs bland annat hur noggranna temperaturmätningar kan 
göras genom att studera spritt ljus från molekyler. Molekylernas hastighet beror på 
temperaturen, därför kan Dopplerbreddningen på det spridda ljuset utnyttjas för 
att ta reda på temperaturen i till exempel en flamma eller en gnistcell. Mätmetoden 
kallas filtrerad Rayleighspridning och mäter, med 5-10 % noggrannhet, 
temperaturer upp emot 2000 °C utan att störa förbränningen. Filtrerad Rayleigh 
spridning och har i arbetet tillämpats vid olika situationer. 

Polarisationsspektroskopi är en annan metod som har utvecklats och använts i 
avhandlingen. Den kan användas till att exempelvis mäta ämnens koncentrationer 
med hög noggrannhet och i väldigt små kvantiteter. Mycket av de studier som har 
genomförts i avhandlingen ligger i det infraröda området, dvs. värmestrålning. Här 
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kan nämligen molekyler studeras som inte kan nås i det synliga eller ultravioletta 
området. Resultaten resulterar i stor utsträckning i spektrum från olika molekyler, 
och eftersom ett spektrums utseende förändras med temperaturen kan även den 
bestämmas med denna metod. 

Den sista metoden som har utnyttjats i arbetet är laser inducerad fluorescence. 
Med hjälp av fluorescence kan bland annat strukturer i turbulenta flammor 
studeras. Turbulent förbränning anses idag som en god möjlighet att både få 
effektivare förbränning med lägre bränsleförbrukning och mindre utsläpp. 

 Molekylen CH, lyser med den blålila färg som man kan se runt ett stearinljus, 
markerar flamfronten och är därför viktig i förbränningen. Flamfronten är där 
själva förbränningen startar och är viktig att förstå. 

En fortsatt utveckling av lasermätmetoder är en förutsättning för att vi ska 
kunna öka vår förståelse och kunskap om alla de processer som styr förbränningen. 
Med ökad förståelse och kunskap finns det utsikter att kunna effektivisera 
värmekraftverk och bilmotorer samt minska utsläppen – minskade utsläpp är trots 
allt nog den enda lösningen till en hållbar utveckling, både kort och på lång sikt. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Mankind has always had a fascination for combustion, which has dictated people’s 
lives in many respects, and continues doing so today. Combustion has been 
important in all cultures and throughout most of human history, as representing 
the only or most effective way of lighting up the night, maintaining the warmth 
and preparing the food in more than raw form.  

Already around the year 1600 the Flemish physicist and alchemist Johann van 
Helmont (1577-1644) conducted some detailed studies of combustion, realizing 
that the “air-like” thing created in the process was indeed not air. He coined the 
word gas, probably a Flemish transcription of the Greek word “chaos” that 
Paracelsus (1493-1541) had used to describe air, and specifically named carbon 
dioxide gas sylvestre [1]. This was, in a way, the first study of combustion products. 
Today the word gas as such is used in several different languages and at present, 
some 400 years later, and the study of combustion processes is conducted to a large 
extent by studying the flow, temperatures and concentrations of gases. 

 The industrial revolution was made possible by the discovery of coal and oil 
and is that which led to the prosperity in the world today. The need of energy at 

present is greater than ever and the use 
of fossil fuel for combustion is 
increasing all the time. China can be 
mentioned as an example. The develop-
ment of industry and the increase in 
production have boosted the demand 
for electricity there enormously, as 
shown in Fig. 1.1, concerning the 
production of electricity in China [2]. 
The increase in the production of 
electricity in China has almost been 
exponential and is today more than ten 
times as high as 30 years ago. The 
energy source of the increase has been 
coal, due mainly to the large amounts 
of coal found in China. At present, 
combustion is the dominant energy 
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Figure 1.1 Evolution of the generation of 
electricity in P.R. China by fuel from 1971 to 
2004. [2] 
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source there, as it is in the rest of the world, its providing more than 97 % of the 
total energy production.  

During the last few years, the concern for global warming has peaked and is on 
everyone’s lips. Scientists have not arrived at a complete consensus, but most signs 
indicate that the addition to global warming that man has created disturbs the 
sensitive nature appreciably. The combustion of fossil fuel releases large amounts of 
carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide, being a product species in hydrocarbon 
combustion impossible to avoid, is a greenhouse gas. In addition, combustion is 
associated with other emissions, such as of NOX, SOX, soot, unburned 
hydrocarbons and CO, each emission having its own effect on the environment; 
smog is created by NOX and soot, while SOX and NOX contribute to acidification, 
and so on.  

The demand for energy in Europe has been stable for the last ten years and 
dependence on coal has decreased. The creation and development of new energy 
sources and the exploitation of established alternatives to use of fossil fuel is the 
only solution to the need of decreasing emissions. According to the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), however, achieving this to any marked degree at present 
seems unlikely, its appearing that fossil fuel will be the dominant source of energy 
in the foreseeable future. It should also be noted that even if the demand for fossil 
fuel decrease, use of combustion will probably be almost as great as before through 
the combustion of biomass and waste. 

Although there are no simple solutions to the problems here, it is absolutely 
essential that the level of emissions be lowered. Combustion research aimed at 
gaining an understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of combustion and at 
being able to predict its behaviour and control it is thus highly important. 
Questions of overall efficiency need to be addressed. Investigations of biofuel 
combustion, which creates new challenges for engineers and combustion scientists, 
are important here. In order to address the various problems that exist, both 
measurements and modelling of the processes involved are needed. These can 
provide a better understanding of the processes and enable more efficient devices 
with low emission levels to be constructed.  

1.1 Laser diagnostics 

Laser diagnostic techniques represent a highly effective way of measuring quantities 
related to combustion processes [3,4]. Optical techniques have certain advantages 
as compared with traditional probing techniques, especially the possibility of 
measuring in situ without disturbing the measurement region, at least if used 
wisely. When high spatial and temporal resolution is sought, laser diagnostics is 
generally needed.  

The temporal resolution achieved by use of laser diagnostics is determined by 
the length of the laser pulse and the lifetime of the process probed which may be as 
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short as tens of femtoseconds. In combustion diagnostics, the most utilized lasers 
have a typical pulse length of ∼10 ns. This is usually sufficient for the combustion 
process to be considered as stable or as “frozen” on this time scale. 

In most diagnostics, high spatial resolution is essential. Through two-
dimensional detectors such as ICCD cameras (discussed in Chapter 2), images of 
the process involved can be obtained in which the spatial resolution in the x- and y-
directions is determined by the imaging optics and the intensifier and CCD-chip 
of the ICCD camera. A high resolution in the z-direction as well can be achieved 
by focusing the laser in the measurement region properly, a resolution of ∼50 μm 
in all directions being attainable then.   

This thesis is concerned with new detection schemes for measuring quantities 
relevant to combustion. Having knowledge of the temperature, the species 
distributions/concentrations and the velocity fields involved is of central 
importance to an understanding of the combustion processes occurring. In the 
thesis, means of utilizing filtered Rayleigh scattering, polarization spectroscopy and 
laser-induced fluorescence to measure these quantities are developed and 
applications of them studied. 

1.2 Thesis outline 

The three chapters concerned with these techniques (chapters 3, 4 and 5) can each 
be considered more or less stand-alone. 

In Chapter 2 most of the experimental equipment used during the present 
experimental work is described and its specifications examined in detail. Chapter 3 
describes the development and utilization of filtered Rayleigh scattering for 
temperature and fuel/air ratio measurements, applications of it in both sooty and 
lean combustion being reported. Polarization spectroscopy for detection of minor 
species, with an emphasis on the mid-infrared spectral region, is taken up in 
Chapter 4, and the visualization of minor species, especially of CH, for flame-front 
detection by means of laser-induced fluorescence, together with infrared laser-
induced fluorescence measurements of CO2 in Chapter 5. The work conducted is 
summarized then and a view of possible future developments presented in Chapter 
6.  
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Chapter 2 

Experimental apparatus 

In modern, experimental science, apparatus is highly important. In order to obtain 
reliable, sensitive, time- and spectrally-resolved measurements, use of well 
characterized equipment is essential. In the present chapter, a brief account of the 
main pieces of equipment used in the present work is provided. Laser-diagnostic 
techniques generally require advanced and complex setups. The variety of laser-
diagnostic and spectroscopic techniques employed in the thesis work have required 
the use of several different laser systems and detectors. The lasers employed have all 
been flashlamp-pumped, Q-switched lasers, each of them having high peak power 
and fairly short pulse durations. 

2.1 The Nd:YAG laser 

The Nd:YAG laser is the most commonly employed high-power pulsed laser 
system. It is used in a variety of 
applications, such as for pumping dye-
lasers or Ti:sapphire lasers and for direct 
measurements, such as in fuel and 
formaldehyde visualisation [5-7] and 
particle-induced velocimetry (PIV). The 
Nd:YAG laser is a solid-state laser in which 
the active medium is the neodymium 
doped yttrium-aluminium-garnet crystal 
Y3Al5O12. It is a four-level system in which 
the lasing occurs between the third and the 
fourth level, as shown in Fig. 2.1.  

The Nd:YAG is non-tuneable and has 
a fundamental output of 1064 nm. 
Through frequency conversion, doubling, 
tripling and quadrupling, 532 nm, 355 
nm and 266 nm can all be at high peak-
power when reached. The laser has a 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic energy level diagram 
of the Nd:YAG laser. 
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typical pulse duration of 8-10 ns and runs at a 10 Hz repetition rate. Its peak 
power can exceed 2.5 J at 1064 nm, although the systems used in the present work 
range from 400 – 1000 mJ at 532 nm. For a more complete and thorough account 
of the Nd:YAG laser see ref. [8,9]. 

Two different Nd:YAG laser systems were employed in the applications 
involved in the present work. First, a Spectra-PhysicsTM Quanta-Ray Pro-290 was 
used to pump both an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) and a Sirah dye laser 
(both will be described later). This work is taken up in Papers VIII-XII. The 
system is a very powerful injection-seeded, single-mode Nd:YAG laser having an 
excellent beam profile and high reliability. In addition, a Continuum NY82-10 was 
utilized to pump a dye laser in the OH-LIF measurements reported in Paper D. 
Still a further useful laser is the Brilliant B from Quantel. This very small and 
handy laser system without external cooling is capable of delivering high-power, 
pulsed emission at a 10 Hz repetition rate. A dual version of it was used for the 
PIV measurements reported in Paper III. 

The major specifications of these three different lasers are presented in Table 
2.1 for comparison purposes. 

Table 2.1 The specifications of the different Nd:YAG laser systems employed as provided 
by the producers, [10-12]. The Continuum laser was outfitted with injection seeding, 
although this was not in function at the time. In the case of injection seeding, both the 
linewidth and the pulse energy are affected. 

Output 
Characteristics 

Spectra-PhysicsTM 
Quanta-Ray Pro-290 

Quantel Brilliant B Continuum NY82-10 

Epulse at 1064 nm 2000 mJ 850 mJ 1800 mJ 
Epulse at 532 nm 1000 mJ 400 mJ 900 mJ 
Epulse at 355 nm 550 mJ 165 mJ 450 mJ 
Epulse at 266 nm 180 mJ 90 mJ 200 mJ 
Pulse duration 8-12 ns at 1064 nm ~6 ns 7-10 ns at 1064 nm 
Repetition rate 10Hz 10 Hz 10 Hz 
Line width <0.003 cm-1 0.7 cm-1 1 cm-1 

2.2 Tunable laser systems 

A large variety of wavelengths are needed in order to be able to obtain species-
specific measurements. The Nd:YAG lasers described above can only supply a very 
limited range of wavelengths. Use of other laser sources in addition is essential in 
order to reach other more specific wavelengths. In the present work both dye lasers 
(in Papers VIII-XII and D) and an optical parametric oscillator (in Paper VI) have 
been employed. These are described briefly below. 
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2.5.1 Dye laser 

The dye laser is the type of tuneable laser that is used most. It differs 
fundamentally from the Nd:YAG laser. In a dye laser the active medium consists of 
a solution of an organic dye in a liquid solvent. Many different solvents can be 
used, but in all of the measurements conducted only methanol was used as a 
solvent. The dye generally consists of polyatomic molecules containing long chains 

of conjugated double bonds. A simplified 
energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
In the figure it can be seen that the dye 
laser functions in accordance with a four 
level scheme. The molecules are excited 
to a high electronic energy level, where 
they quickly (∼100 fs) relax down to the 
ground vibrational level of the 
electronically excited state. Taking 
account of the Franck-Condon principle, 
lasing can occur here between the upper 
ground vibrational state and several lower 
vibrational states. Through broadening 
mechanisms, the lower vibrational states 
create a fluorescent continuum, giving 
the dye laser its tunability. The molecule 
undergoes then rapid non-radiative decay 
within the ground state, becoming 
depopulated to the lowest vibrational 
state. 

A problem in connection with dye lasers is that the lifetime of the upper state is 
very short. Thus, the pumping power that goes into the dye laser needs to be high 
in order for a sufficiently large population to be obtained in the upper state. 

The dye lasers used in these measurements are all high-peak-power, pulsed 
lasers pumped by pulsed Nd:YAG lasers at 532 nm. For the OH-LIF 
measurements presented in Paper D, use was made of a Continuum ND60 dye 
laser, one that has a tuning range of between 380 nm and 740 nm. In most of the 
IRPS measurements in Chapter 4 and in Papers VIII-XII, a Spectra-PhysicsTM 
Quanta-Ray Pro-290 was used to pump a Sirah, PrecisionScan PRSC-D-18 dye 
laser. The Sirah dye laser has a narrow linewidth, 0.05 cm-1 at 625 nm, a tuning 
range of 410 – 900 nm and an 1800 groves/mm grating, although the active 
medium needs to be changed to encompass the entire range. It delivers a pulse 
energy of ∼75 mJ at 810 nm [13].     

 

Figure 2.2 A simplified schematic energy 
level diagram of the dye laser principle, the 
configuration coordinate is a coordinate 
describing the vibrational modes of the dye 
molecule. 
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2.5.2 Optical Parametric Oscillator, OPO 

The OPO laser is not a laser in the classic sense. It was demonstrated 
experimentally for the first time in 1965 [14]. The lasers discussed thus far derive 
their gain from stimulated emission generated by atomic transitions. The OPO 
laser in contrast, is based instead on frequency conversion. It needs to be pumped 
by another high energy laser. It contains a non-linear crystal, one that is usually a 
BBO-crystal, used to convert the energy of an incoming pump photon with a 
frequency, ωp, to a signal and an idler photon, the frequencies of the two being, ωs 
and ωi, respectively. These frequencies are related by ωp = ωs + ωi, their relations 
being determined by the phase-matching condition [15,16], ascertaining in 
practical terms this being done by tuning the angle of the non-linear crystal.  

For measurements of hydrogen atoms, discussed in Chapter 4 and in Paper VI 
the Spectra-PhysicsTM Quanta-Ray Pro-290 was used to pump the OPO resonator 
(Spectra-PhysicsTM MOPO-730) with 355 nm. The output of the signal and the 
idler can be tuned to 356 – 1000 nm and 440 – 2000 nm, respectively. A 
frequency-doubling option allows 220 – 345 nm to be reached. The intracavity 
dispersive elements yield a linewidth of 0.07 cm-1. 

There are several pros and cons of an OPO system as compared with other 
tuneable systems. One advantage is the possibility it provides of achieving a large 
wavelength range without a change in the lasing medium.The OPO system is very 
sensitive, however, and needs to be pumped by lasers with a high quality beam 
profile. 

2.3 Frequency extension 

The Sirah dye laser is equipped with a frequency extension unit that can be used 
either for frequency doubling or for difference frequency mixing (DFM). In order 
to achieve laser radiation in the mid-infrared (IR) spectral region, use is made of 
the frequency extension unit when light from the visible/near-IR is mixed. The 
fundamental from the pumping Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm and the fundamental 
from the dye laser (the wavelength depends upon the dye involved and can also be 
tuned) is mixed in a LiNbO3 crystal. The resulting IR-radiation appears between 
1.4 μm and 5.2 μm [17], see Fig. 2.3. This is the total range, three different crystals 
being needed to cover it, due to the cut angle of the crystal. Within this wavelength 
region several important, combustion-related species can be probed, such as CO2, 
H2O, CH4 and C2H2. The typical pulse energy and linewidth at 3 μm are 2-3 mJ 
and 0.025 cm-1, respectively.  

Since in many applications the energy from the DFM does not suffice, the 
original DFM part may need to be exchanged for a combined DFM and optical 
parametric amplifier (OPA) unit. Although the linewidth is not affected by this 
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upgrade, the energy is increased by approximately a factor of two. The wavelength 
range is slightly reduced, however, the laser only covering the range of  1.4 – 4.2 
μm [18], due to the cut angle of the crystals. This system, with its OPA is made use 
of in Papers X and XII, whereas a system without an OPA is utilized in Papers 
VIII, IX and IX, various of the findings are discussed in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 2.3 Output energy from the mixing unit as a function of wavelength and dye [17]. In 
the case of an amplifying OPA the energy increases roughly by a factor of two [18]. 

2.4 The Alexandrite laser 

Alexandrite, which is chromium-doped chrysoberyl, is a crystal of BeAl2O2 in 
which Cr3+ ions replace some of the Al3+ ions. The energy state of the Cr3+ ion is 
similar to that of other hosts having an octahedral, crystal structure, such as the 
ruby laser. The alexandrite laser is tunable, however, whereas the ruby laser is not. 
To explain this, a schematic energy level diagram for the alexandrite laser showing 
the energy states involved as a function of the distance between the Cr3+ ion and 
the O2- anions in the octahedral structure of the alexandrite crystal is presented in 
Fig. 2.4. As can be seen, the 4T2 and 2T1 states (where the superscript to the left of 
the letter denotes the multiplicity of the state and the letter it self the particular 
rotational symmetry of it) are shifted in comparison with the 4A2 and 2E states. The 
decay from the 4T2 to the 2E state occurs very rapidly through internal conversion 
(the decay time is less than 1 ps), probably on the basis of a level crossing between 
the two states. The two levels can be considered to be in thermal equilibrium at all 
times. Since the energy difference between the two lowest vibrational levels in each 
state is very small (ΔE = 800 cm-1) a large population is found at the lower 
vibrational levels in 4T2 when 2E is populated. Taking into account of the Franck-
Condon principle (see Fig. 2.4), it can be seen that a large number of vibronic 
transitions between the 4T2 and the 4A2 state is favorable, yielding a broadband 
emission of 700-800nm. 
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The 2E state is a long-lived, meta-stable state since 2E → 4A2 is spin-forbidden and 
can thus act as a reservoir for the 4T2 state, helping to maintain the population 
inversion [8]. In the ruby laser, the lasing occurs between the 2E and the 4A2 state, 
the ruby laser operating as a three-level system that de-excites to the ground 
vibrational level in the 4A2 state. 
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Figure 2.4 A schematic energy level diagram of the alexandrite laser is shown at the left, whereas  
a diagram in which the energy level is shown as a function of the configuration coordinate, i.e. as 
the distance between the Cr3+ ions and the O2- anions, is presented at the right. The tunability of 
the alexandrite arises from the many vibrational energy levels available on account of the Franck-
Condon principle.  

The alexandrite crystal was already used as a flashlamp-pumped laser medium in 
the 1970s. To date, application of alexandrite lasers within the combustion 
community has been very limited, the most common applications having been in 
the medical [19] and meteorological areas, it having been used in the latter area for 
temperature and differential absorption lidar measurements in particular [20-22]. 

The alexandrite laser used in the measurements that follow is an injection-
seeded single-longitudinal-mode (SLM) pulsed ring-cavity laser (PAL/PROTM 101 
Light Age Inc.). It is characterized by its narrow linewidth, high peak power and 
broad tunability. It has ideal features as a laser medium, such as long fluorescence 
lifetime (long pulse duration), excellent energy storage and broad gain bandwidth. 
The broad gain bandwidth gives the alexandrite its tunability from ∼720 to 790 
nm and the long pulse duration of ∼80-120 ns, provides a narrow linewidth, 
typically in the order of 50-60 MHz. These characteristics, together with its 
relatively small frequency chirp makes it an attractive alternative to Ti:sapphire 
lasers [23]. It runs at a 10 Hz repetition rate and has a peak power of 150-200 mJ, 
depending upon the wavelength. Two different tunable, single-frequency, external-
cavity diode (ELD) lasers (Newport 2020A and Toptica DL-100) are utilized as 
seed source in order to narrow the emission frequency and tune it continuously. 
For the Newport 2020A, use was made of three different laser modules to cover the 
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spectral range of 739-785 nm, whereas with the use of the present diode the 
Toptica covers a range of 750 – 770 nm.  

Detailed specifications of the alexandrite laser can be found in ref. [23] and 
Paper I. There are various differences between the system used here and that used 
by P. Bakule and co-workers [23], e.g. the piezo-mounted glass plate for reducing 
the time jitter and the intra-cavity electro-optic modulators for reducing the 
linewidth used by Bakule et al. is not employed in the present system. The 
schematic layout of the laser system is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

�

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic layout of the PAL101, the B.F. tuner is used to select a particular part of 
the gain profile. 

The gain profile of the alexandrite crystal shifts with temperature and needs to be 
adjusted so as to favor the desired wavelength. The higher the temperature the 
more the gain profile maximum shifts towards longer wavelength. According to V. 
Wulfmeyer [21] the optimal temperature at 730 nm is 60 °C, whereas it is as high 
as 90 °C for 770 nm. For more detailed information on the alexandrite laser see 
ref. [24-27]. 

The most significant feature of the alexandrite laser is its broad tunability. 
Through different non-linear techniques, such as frequency doubling, tripling or 
quadrupling and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in H2 and D2, a broad spectral 
range (from ∼220 nm to 5 μm with certain gaps) can be achieved, see Table 2.2. 
The pulse energy at these wavelengths varies, of course, by orders of magnitude. 

The original PAL101 system described above was upgraded with an amplifier, 
which is stand-alone and can boost the pulse energy by roughly a factor of two, 
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giving the original system a pulse energy of ∼450 mJ at 760 nm and up to ∼50 mJ 
at the third harmonic, at 254 nm (important for the filtered Rayleigh scattering 
measurements taken up in Chapter 3). The increased pulse energy and the long 
pulse duration make the system attractive for Raman measurements. 

A unique feature of the PAL101 was utilized in Paper XIII and D, the seeding 
laser there being turned off, the only thing narrowing the linewidth then being the 
birefringent plate located in the cavity. This resulted in the linewidth becoming 
much broader, ∼8 cm-1, enabling several lines in the CH molecule to be covered at 
the same time. This is discussed further in Chapter 5. 

2.5 Detectors 

The importance of using the appropriate detector for a given measurement cannot 
be exaggerated. Today, many different detectors are available, both point and two-
dimensional detectors. These differ both in their sensitivity and in the spectral 
regions in which measurements can be made. In this section, a brief account is 
given of the detectors used in the different applications involved in the thesis work. 
Photosensitivity and quantum efficiency (QE) are important parameters that apply to 

Table 2.2 Molecular or atomic species of interest for combustion diagnostics that have a 
frequency accessible with use of the SLM laser system. The nonlinear conversion schemes 
employed are shown, together with the estimated pulse energy and the linewidth (the pulse 
energies given are those obtained without an amplifier). 

Species Wavelength Conversion Scheme Pulse 
Energy 

Linewidth 

NO, O 226 nm SHG + S1 (H2) + SHG 5 mJ 400 MHz 
CO 230 nm SHG + S1 (H2) + SHG 5 mJ 400 ± 50 MHz 

H2O 248 nm THG 20 mJ 100 MHz 
HCO 254 nm THG 20 mJ 100 MHz 
NH3 305 nm THG + S2 (H2) 2 mJ - 
OH 281 nm THG + S1 (H2) 5 mJ 300 MHz 
C 287 nm THG + S1 (H2) 5 mJ 300 MHz 
CN 388 nm SHG 50 mJ 80 MHz 
CH 431 nm SHG + S1 (D2) 5 mJ - 
CH 387 nm SHG 50 mJ 100 MHz / 8cm-1 
C2 563 nm S1 (H2) + SHG 10 mJ 300 MHz  
CO2 2 μm S2 (H2) 6 mJ - 
C2H2, CH4 3-3.5 μm S2 (D2) + S1(H2) 0.5 mJ - 
CO, NO 4-5 μm S2(H2) + S1(D2) 0.5 mJ - 
a SHG: Frequency doubling; S1: 1st Stokes; S2: 2nd Stokes; S3: 3rd Stokes; THG: Frequency tripling; 
AS1: 1st anti-Stokes.
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photosensitive devices. The photosensitivity of a detector is the ratio of the radiant 
energy (W) incident on the detector to the resulting photocurrent (A) coming out 
from the detector, whereas the quantum efficiency of a detector is defined as the 
percentage of photons hitting the photoreactive surface that produces the signal 
(which is a photo-electronic effect occurring in a photomultiplier tube or in an 
electron-hole pair in a semiconductor detector). Usually, both the photosensitivity 
and quantum efficiency are measured as a function of wavelength. 

2.5.1 Photodiode 

The photodiode is the most robust detector of all. There are several different 
materials a photodiode can be composed of, the material(s) involved determines 
the properties of the photodiode, such as its sensitivity and its wavelength range. 
The most common photodiodes are silicon-based. They generate very little noise 
and are sensitive in the region of 190 – 1100 nm. Photodiodes generally have a 
high quantum efficiency, although their sensitivity is not even close to that of 
photomultiplier tubes, for example. They are used mainly for monitoring 
fluctuations in the pulse energy of the laser or for determining the temporal profile 
of the laser pulse. In the present work it was used to monitor the single-mode 
operation of the alexandrite laser. The typical rise time for a photodiode is in the 
order of a few nanoseconds to several hundred nanoseconds, although new and 
much faster diodes with rise times as low as hundreds of picoseconds are available. 

2.5.2 Photomultiplier tube, PMT 

The photomultiplier tube (PMT) is a very sensitive detector, one that can be used 
even for single photon detection. Although its QE is not as high as that of the 
photodiode, its sensitivity is much greater. This is due mainly to the gain build-up 
produced by the avalanche of electrons through the PMT, delivering a gain five 
orders of magnitude greater than that of a photodiode. The size of the collection 
area is also larger than for a photodiode. Different photocathode materials must be 
used, depending upon the spectral region of interest. The spectral region is 
generally narrower than for a photodiode. A typical spectral response is shown in 
Fig. 2.6. Its rise time is very fast from ∼1 ns. The much faster MCP-PMT is also 
available. It has a microchannel plate (MCP) in front of the PMT, the MCP being 
that which creates the electron avalanche that the PMT detects. This brings the rise 
time of the MCP-PMT down to ∼120 ps. For a further account of the PMT, the 
reader is referred to ref. [28,29].  
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Figure 2.6 The spectral response of a typical 
PMT, in this case a H6780-04 PMT from 
Hamamatsu. 

2.5.3 ICCD camera 

An intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera is based on a CCD detector 
coupled with an image intensifier placed in front of it. There are three advantages 
in particular the ICCD camera has compared with an ordinary CCD. These are: 
 

• That the sensitivity is markedly increased allowing single photons to be 
measured. 

• That the sensitivity can be extended down to the UV (180 nm) region. 
• That the gating times are extremely short (in the order of nanoseconds). 

 
All three points are extremely important in combustion diagnostics, where a short 
gate time is essential, due to the strong background luminescence. In an ICCD the 
intensifier (which consists of three parts: a photocathode, an MCP and a 
phosphorous material) is coupled with the CCD by optical fibres. The photons are 
detected and transferred to electrons in the photocathode and amplified in the 
MCP. The cascade of electrons the MCP creates for each photoelectron then reacts 
with the phosphorous material (each electron gives rise to ∼200 photons in the 
phosphor). The photons from the phosphorous material are transferred by the 
optical fibres to the CCD, where they are detected. Each pixel of the CCD array is 
in a sense a separate detector in which the charge of the pixel is read out. The 
colour information is lost in the detection process. 
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Table 2.3 Specifications of the ICCD camera systems used in the thesis work, [30-32]. 

Parameter ICCD 576S/RB-T, 
Princeton Instruments 

ICCD MAX,  
Princeton Instruments 

Flamestar II F, 
LaVision GmbH 

Pixels 576 x 384 512 x 512 576 x 384 
Pixel size 23 μm x 23 μm 19 μm x 19 μm 23 μm x 23 μm 
Chip size 13.2 mm x 8.8 mm 9.7 mm x 9.7 mm 13.2 mm x 8.8 mm 
QE ≥13 % at 250 nm See Fig. 2.7 See Fig. 2.7 
Dynamic range 14 bit 16 bit 14 bit 
Readout speed ∼0.5 frames/s 2-3 frames/s 2.5 frames/s 
    
Three different ICCD camera systems were used for the measurements made in the 
thesis work. An ICCD 576S/RB-T from Princeton Instruments Inc. was used for 
the atomic hydrogen measurements reported in Paper VI. The LaVision, Flamestar 
II F was used in the studies reported in Papers I ,IV and XIII and an ICCD MAX 
camera from Princeton Instruments Inc. was used in the studies reported in  Paper 
II and III. Certain selected specifications of the three camera systems are listed in 
Table 2.3 for comparison purposes, the QE of ICCD MAX and Flamestar II F as a 
function of wavelength can be found in Fig. 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 The quantum efficiency of IMAX [31] and of Flamestar II F, measurements of the 
quantum efficiency of the latter was reported on in ref. [32].  

2.5.4 Infrared detectors  

In earlier parts of this section different detectors in the UV and visible spectral 
range were discussed, yet there are several species important in combustion that 
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possess no accessible transitions within the spectral range. The infrared regime is 
becoming increasingly important in efforts to overcome this problem. Both point 
detectors and imaging detectors that are generally liquid nitrogen cooled and 
working at 77 K are readily available. The detectors used in the thesis work are 
described below. 

The point detector employed is an InSb detector, Judson Technologies J10D-
M204-R04M-60, sensitive between 1.0 and 5.3 μm (the spectral response is shown 
in Fig. 2.8). It is liquid-nitrogen cooled and has an active size of 4 mm [33].  
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0.0 Figure 2.8 Spectral response of the InSb-
detector, J10D-M204-R04M-60 [33]. 

The imaging detector is a Santa Barbara Focalplane SBF-134. This is an InSb 
detector with a maximum framerate of ∼230 frames/s and a 256 x 256 array size, 
the pixels being 30 x 30 μm [34]. It is a sensitive detector specified as being able to 
measure temperature differences smaller than 20 mK. Its QE ranges between 85 
and 95 % in the 1.0 – 5.3 μm region [35]. The SBF-134 pixel response needs to be 
calibrated to a homogeneous back body emitter whenever a change in the 
integration time occurs. A typical planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) image 
acquired by the SBF-134 camera is shown in Fig. 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9 An IR-PLIF image of a CO2 gas 
jet in open air at 4.27 μm, acquired by the 
SBF-134 camera. 

2.6 Optical components 

In terms of the spectral region involved, the measurements reported in the thesis 
range from UV to the mid-IR. Accordingly, a variety of different optical materials 
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are needed. A very brief account of the optical materials and of certain special 
optical components is provided in this section.  

2.6.1 From UV to IR. What materials to choose. 

The choice of optical material for measurements within in the visible spectral range 
is obvious. Glass, or BK7 which is the more correct term, has a good transmission 
within the visible range and out to the near-IR (350 – 2000 nm) range, as well as 
its being cheap. Still other materials are needed too, both at shorter and longer 
wavelengths. For shorter wavelengths (180 – 2000 nm), UV-grade fused silica (FS) 
is what is most commonly used. Since FS has a higher damage threshold than BK7, 
it may also be preferable within the visible spectral range if the laser fluence is very 
high. There are other alternatives to FS as well but the low price and high 
availability makes FS the most attractive choice within the UV spectral range. 

Within the near- and the mid-IR spectral region, there are other materials that 
are more attractive, although FS has a narrow window of transmission around 3 
μm. Here MgF2 and CaF2 is the dominant optical materials. MgF2 (130 – 8000 
nm) is very rugged, its being a hard crystal that is resistant to mechanical and 
thermal shock. It also handles high laser energies well and its performance in the 
VUV is appreciated by excimer laser users, for example. CaF2 (150 – 8000 nm) is 
more commonly used for IR measurements. The CaF2 has a slightly better 
transmission at longer wavelengths. It is not as hard and resistant as MgF2 but has 
become the most important material for use in the mid-IR spectral range. The 
transmission profiles of the abovementioned materials are shown in Fig. 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Transmission profiles of the optical materials most commonly used for UV to mid-
IR spectroscopy [36]. 

There are still other materials, such as calcite (CaCO3), α-BBO and YVO4, used 
for polarizers and certain other optical components. These are all commonly 
employed in Glan Taylor, Glan Thompson and Glan laser polarizers. As can be 
seen in Fig. 2.11, the YVO4 polarizer can be recommended for measurements 
within the IR-region whereas calcite is optimal for use within the UV-spectral 
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region. Calcite is soft and easy to scratch and has a lower damage threshold than α-
BBO. Both α-BBO and YVO4 have a very large birefringent coefficient, making 
them ideal polarizer materials. The transmission profiles of the most common 
polarizer crystals are shown in Fig. 2.11. There are several other optical materials, 
but these will not be dealt with here. 
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Figure 2.11 Transmission profiles of four different polarizer materials [37]. 

2.6.2 Polarizers 

A large part of the thesis work is concerned primarily with polarization 
spectroscopy (PS). A well matched polarizer pair is needed in order for precise PS 
measurements to be performed. This means the extinction ratio of the two crossed 
polarizers being good (typically in the order of 10-6 or better). The polarizers used 
in these measurements are Glan-laser, Glan-Taylor and Glan-Thomson polarizers. 
Two prisms are cemented together in the Glan-Thomson polarizer, resulting in its 
not being able to withstand a high laser flunce, although high extinction ratios are 
obtainable. It has a wider acceptance angle than the Glan-laser and the Glan-
Taylor polarizers do.  

The Glan-laser and the Glan-Taylor polarizers are very similar. Both of them 
have an air space between the two prisms, enabling them to be manufactured for 
the IR-spectral range. The escape window which the Glan-laser has is the only 
major difference between them. Glan-laser polarizers can thus withstand the 
highest laser fluence and are often the best choice for PS measurements. 

2.7 Burners 

New diagnostic techniques for combustion that are being developed need to be 
tested and calibrated on relatively small and well-known laboratory flames. When 
such techniques are well calibrated, they are utilized to gain information on new 
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laboratory flames and are often compared with computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) simulations. The major types of burners used in the thesis work will now be 
described. 

2.7.1 Co-axial jet flame burner 

Turbulence is very important in combustion. It increases the flame velocity making 
it possible for leaner mixtures to be burned, this serving to effectively reduce 
pollutants. Use of a lean mixture reduces NOX, CO and soot emissions, the CO2 
emissions also being reduced, since less fuel is consumed. Considerations of this 
sort have led to increasing attention being directed at the study of turbulent, 
premixed, lean combustion. A co-axial jet flame burner has been studied in Paper 
XIII and Paper D. The results of this investigation are still being compared with 
LES modelling. The burner consists of two metal tubes, the inner one having a 
diameter of 2.2 mm and the outer one a diameter of 22 mm, see Fig. 2.12. The 
two tubes can be fed independently of each other with differing gas mixtures, 
making it possible to use the large outer tube for a pilot-flame, one burning a 
slightly rich mixture, and the inner one to provide either a fuel/air gas mixture or 
pure fuel or air. The flow in the inner tube can reach flow speeds of more than 120 
m/s, which produces a highly turbulent flame with a low global equivalence ratio. 
In ref. [38] and [39], Lee and Mitrovic have described a burner very similar to that 
employed here. The gas flow to the present burner, which is regulated by mass-
flowmeters (Bronkhorst El-Flow), can be precisely controlled.   
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Air
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22 mm
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Figure 2.12 Schematic of the co-axial jet flame burner. 
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2.7.2 Low-swirl burner 

As indicated in Section 2.7.1, the development of lean premixed combustion has 
become an important option for reducing NOX emissions, especially from natural 
gas heating and from power systems. The low-swirl conception, initiated by R. K. 
Cheng and co-workers [40,41], holds the potential for enabling ultralow NOX 
emission levels (< 5 ppm NOX (15% O2)) to be achieved in stationary gas turbines 
[42]. Up till now, no standard for low-swirl flames has been employed. A new low-
swirl burner, designed by R. K. Cheng and co-workers and employed in Paper III, 
appears to possibly be one that can serve as a standard for the low-swirl flames it 
provides. This burner, which has been manufactured in three identical examples, is 
found at three different locations in the world: Lund, Darmstadt and Berkley. Its 
major characteristic is that of providing a detached flame that propagates freely in a 
diverging, intensely turbulent flow field. This allows very lean flames to be 
stabilized, without recirculation so as to anchor the flame needing to be relied on. 
Even under conditions of very intense turbulence, it stabilizes lean premixed flames 
at a level very close to the flammability limit [41]. The burner design includes an 
annular swirler consisting of eight curved vanes used in conjunction with a 
perforated plate fitted to the entrance of the centre channel, see Fig. 2.13. Fixed 
vanes rather than air jets are employed here, due to the need of the flames in the 
three different burners being reproducible. The inner nozzle has a diameter of 50 
mm, whereas the outer co-flow is 600 mm in diameter. The flame typically burns a 
methane/air or a natural gas/air mixture, and the co-flow being fed by air. A cross-
section of the burner is shown in Fig. 2.13.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 A cross-
section of the low-
swirl burner is shown 
at the left. A photo-
graph of the burner 
and the co-flow 
surrounding it is 
shown at the upper 
right and a phot-
ograph of the inside 
of the burner nozzle 
is shown at the lower 
right, the vanes and 
the perforated plate 
being visible. 
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2.7.3 Wolfhard-Parker burner 

The Wolfhard-Parker burner (WP-burner) was introduced by Wolfhard and 
Parker in 1949 [43] and has since been used in a number of experiments. It is used 
most frequently for studying diffusion flames. The flame, due to its one-
dimensional and stable appearance, is attractive for use in very thorough studies. 
Smyth et al. [44] provide an excellent account of its construction and of the setup. 
The fuel flows through an 8 mm x 41 mm centre slot and the air through two 16 
mm x 41 mm slots on each side of the fuel slot, creating two flame fronts. In order 
to obtain uniform conditions, the burner chambers are filled with 1 mm diameter 
glass beads and are covered with a copper screening 3-4 mm below the burner 
surface. A rectangular mesh-chimney is used to stabilize the flame. Smyth et al. 
[44] conducted a thorough investigation of the major species concentrations, flows 
and temperatures in the flame, these data and an exact copy of the burner are being 
utilized in Paper II. The temperature data of Smyths et al. was later confirmed by 
Vestin at al. in 2007, using rotational coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering 
(CARS) [45]. The burner was also employed by Beyrau et al. in investigations of 
partially premixed methane/air flames [46], mainly by use of CARS. The burner 
was utilized in the same way in Paper XIII.  

2.7.4 The porous plug burner 

As already indicated, the calibration of new spectroscopic and diagnostic 
techniques is highly important to their development. This requires use of well 
characterized and geometrically simple flames. Premixed flat flames fulfil both 
these criteria. The one-dimensional structure of a premixed flat flame, in which the 
only change in parameters is in the height above the burner, creates a stable and 
reproducible flame. A premixed flat flame is achieved by using a porous plug 
burner, often referred to as a McKenna burner due to its main manufacturer, the 
firm McKenna Products. Fig. 2.14 shows a schematic image of the construction of 
a porous plug burner. The fuel/air mixture enters at the bottom and is pressed 
though a sintered metal plug in the centre of the burner. A second plug is placed 
concentrically around the centre plug as a co-flow. The co-flow is used to stabilize 
the flame and also to shield it from oxygen entrainment from the surrounding air. 
The centre plug is 60 mm in diameter. A steel cylinder, 21 mm in diameter, is 
placed above the burner in order to stabilize the flame, a laminar, one-dimensional 
flame being obtained in this way. 

A second premixed flat flame burner, located inside a low-pressure chamber, 
was used in the studies reported in Papers V, X and XII. It lacks a co-flow and it is 
only 30 mm in diameter. A more detailed account of this burner is provided by 
Walewski et al. [47]. Both burners are water-cooled in order not to damage the 
sintered plug. 
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Figure 2.14 A schematic of the construction of the McKenna burner which is described. 
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Chapter 3 

Filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) 

There are several important quantities to be measured in combustion. Velocity, 
species concentration and temperature are three of these. Temperature, one of the 
most crucial parameters, needs to be determined with particular accuracy. The use 
of two-dimensional (2D) measurements both in laboratory environments and real-
life applications is increasing. In the present chapter the development and 
application of filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) as a tool for 2D-temperature 
measurements is discussed.   

3.1 Basic features of filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) 

Various techniques for temperature measurements have been developed over the 
years. These include two-line atomic laser-induced fluorescence (TLAF), laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF), Raman scattering, CARS, and laser Rayleigh scattering 
(LRS). Each technique has its own special problems. TLAF needs a seeded 
fluorescent species (such as indium [48]). LIF suffers from absorption and 
fluorescence trapping, as well as saturation and quenching; Raman scattering is 
species-specific but suffers from low signal levels. CARS is very accurate but is 
limited to point detection. LRS is one of the techniques able to provide 2D-
thermometry, having a high degree of accuracy [49] (6% for single shot and 4% 
for averaged measurements at 300 – 2000 K).  Due to its elastic nature, LRS is 
subject to strong interference from stray light, however, the marked elastic 
scattering produced by aerosols, optics, burners, and the like can completely bury 
the Rayleigh signal. An approach to dealing with the stray-light issue was 
introduced by Miles et al. in 1990 [50]. It was followed up and demonstrated in 
1992 [51] by the same group and was given the name filtered Rayleigh scattering 
(FRS). Through utilizing a narrow-linewidth laser at 532 nm and a molecular 
iodine filter, the group was able to filter out the spurious scattering and achieve 
flow field measurements at Mach 3 and 5, utilizing the fact that the irradiated light 
is Doppler shifted by the high speed flow of the molecules in the sample. Placing a 
narrow-linewidth laser at the centre of the absorption notch filter allows the un-
broadened spurious scattering to be filtered away, the Doppler broadened wings, 
from molecular thermal motion, of the scattering profile being transmitted 
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through. Since 1992 a number of groups have developed FRS further and applied 
it in combustion and flow diagnostics. Hoffman et al. made the first thermometry 
measurements in sooting flames in 1996 [52,53], and work in supersonic flows was 
continued by Elliott and co-workers [54-57]. In 2001 both Most et al. and Elliott 
et al. employed FRS for measuring temperature, simultaneous with the use of 
particle-induced velocimetry (PIV) for flow field measurements [58,59]. Parallel to 
this, the Princeton group developed a UV, narrow-linewidth, high-power laser 
system that was paired with an atomic mercury filter [60,61]. This was a logical 
choice, since the Rayleigh scattering cross-section scales as ν 4. As a filter, mercury 
is superior to molecular iodine, due to its higher extinction ratio. Accordingly the 
thesis work has been concentrated on the development of UV-FRS at the strong 
mercury absorption line at around 254 nm, where the single-longitudinal-mode 
alexandrite laser described in Section 2.4 was paired together with an isotopically 
enhanced 202Hg cell. 

3.2 The mercury absorption filter 

The strong 6s6p 3P1 – 6s2 1S0 transition (oscillator strength f = 0.0024 [62]) of 
mercury is suitable as a narrow-band absorption filter. Mercury has seven naturally 
occurring isotopes, each with a slightly different transition energy. The isotopes are 
listed in Table 3.1 together with the relative energy shift of each with respect to 
202Hg. 
Table 3.1 The frequency difference in GHz relative to  202Hg. [63,64]. The species 197Hg and 
197Hg*, non-abundant under natural conditions, are omitted. 

Isotope Δν [GHz], Proffitt et al. Δν [GHz], as observed by Bitter 

196 14.579 14.213 
198 10.384 10.106 
199 16.909 16.834 
199 -4.997 -5.303 
200 5.125 5.301 
201 16.909 16.978 
201 9.452 9.43 
201 -4.531 -4.556 
202 0 0 
204 -4.997 -5.207 

   

3.2.1 Mercury as a filter candidate 

The most important characteristics of an ideal notch filter are 1) a high 
transmission rate outside the absorption band, 2) a sharp cut-off slope, 3) a high 
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rejection ratio (or low transmission) inside the absorption band, and 4) the width 
of the absorption profile needing to be narrow and in some experiments to be 
variable. The transmission through an atomic or molecular filter is strongly 
dependent upon the temperature – the higher the temperature, the higher the 
rejection ratio and the broader the line is, i.e. the broader the absorption notch. As 
can be seen in Table 3.1 the frequency differences between the peaks are very 
small. If the cell were kept at high temperature or pressure, these lines would blend 
together and become one broad and featureless line, due to broadening 
mechanisms such as pressure broadening and Doppler broadening. To avoid this 
and be able to control the linewidth and the extinction ratio, the cell is kept at low 
pressure (10-3 mtorr). To control the number density of mercury in the cell the 
temperature of the cell can be adjusted. In Fig. 3.1 the relationship between 
number density and temperature is shown. 
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Figure 3.1 The number density of Hg in the cell as a function of temperature is shown at the 
left [65], and transmission through the cell as a function of temperature at the right. The 
transmission is calculated for a 7 cm path of Hg assuming an unlimited amount of Hg and a 
100 MHz Gaussian laser lineshape. 

Mercury posesses the features mentioned earlier as being important, making it a 
perfect candidate for an optical filter. As an atomic species, its spectrum is easier to 
interpret and model than a molecular spectrum is, the rejection ratio at the line 
centre being much greater for atomic species, due to the stronger line intensity they 
possess. As mentioned above, the temperature and pressure control the rejection 
ratio. The transmission through the mercury cell (calculated using Beer-Lamberts 
law) as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 3.1 (note that the calculations 
are theoretical). 

3.2.2 Characterization of the mercury absorption filter  

Characterization of the transmission profile of the notch filter is crucial in FRS 
measurements. Scanning the laser over the frequency range of interest, sending it 
through the mercury filter, and recording the light transmitted allowed an 
absorption profile, shown in Fig. 3.2 (gray dots), to be obtained. A theoretical 
absorption profile, in which Doppler broadening, pressure broadening and the 
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laser linewidth were included, was fitted to the experimental data, using the 
number density as the fitting parameter. The discrepancy between the theoretical 
results (dashed line) and the experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.2. In earlier work 
on FRS, “wings” of the same sort were observed [62]. According to Finkelstein 
[62], the broadening is non-physical and may be the result of a second spatial 
mode in the laser. Through introducing an extra Lorentzian contribution (~50-60 
MHz) in the model, much better fit to the experimental data can be obtained, as 
shown in Fig. 3.2 (solid black line). 

 

Figure 3.2 Absorption spectrum for Hg, the dotted line being the experimental results, the 
dashed line being the spectrum without the Lorentzian contribution and the solid black line the 
spectrum with the Lorenztian contribution, as modelled at 20°C. 

3.2.3 Experimental setup and measurements 

The alexandrite laser described in 
Section 2.4 was frequency-tripled 
to achieve the desired wavelength 
(253.6528 nm). A schematic 
layout of the experimental setup is 
shown in Fig. 3.3. 

A Pellin-Broca prism was used 
to disperse and separate the three 
different wavelengths contained in 
the tripled beam. Less than a 4 % 
reflection from a thick fused silica 
window was picked up after the 

Pellin-Broca and was sent through two polarizers and then bounced off a second, 
thick fused-silica window, the front and back reflection being sent to a pair of 
identical photodiodes, the front reflection going through the mercury cell. In this 
way, two signals were detected, one to monitor fluctuations in the laser pulse 

PAL 101, Light Age

Fabry-Perot

Hg
P

PB

3�

2�

�/2

BS

Figure 3.3 Schematic setup for characterization of 
the mercury filter; PB, Pellin Broca: P, polarizer; 
Hg, mercury cell. 
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energy and the other to monitor the transmission profile of the filter. The laser was 
then scanned over ∼20 GHz, the transient signals from the photodiodes being 
collected, time-integrated and stored in a 3 GHz bandwidth digital oscilloscope 
(Lecroy, Wavemaster 8300). A small portion of the fundamental was sent 
simultaneously to a 300 MHz free-spectral range, confocal Fabry-Perot etalon 
(Coherent). In this way, a relative frequency scale was obtained and corrections for 
non-linearity in the wavelength scan of the laser could be made, described in 
further detail in Paper I. As mentioned earlier, the transmission profile of the filter 
is strongly dependent on temperature, as shown in by Fig. 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 The absorption profile of Hg-cell measured and modelled at 0°C is shown at the 
left; at 30 % transmission the absorption notch is ∼2,3 GHz in width. The absorption profile 
of an Hg-cell measured and modelled at 20°C, is shown at the right; at 30 % transmission the 
absorption notch is ∼3,2 GHz in width. 

3.3 Rayleigh - Brillouin scattering 

The conventions applied in Rayleigh scattered light terminology (i.e. when the size 
of the particles involved is much smaller than the irradiated wavelength), differ. 
Under the most general circumstances, when light is scattered the spectrum 
contains both vibrational Raman scattering and Rayleigh scattering. Consensus in 
the terminology employed appears to end here, yet according to Young and She 
(ref. [66] and ref. [67], respectively) the Rayleigh scattering consists of rotational 
Raman lines (often referred to as Rayleigh-wing scattering) and the central, 
Doppler-broadened Cabannes line. The Cabannes line is composed of the 
Brillouin doublet and the unshifted, central Gross or Landau-Placzek line (often 
called the Rayleigh line, the rotational Raman Q-branch also being included, its 
representing ∼1% of the signal), shown schematically in Fig. 3.5. Throughout 
thesis the terminology found in Boyd [68] will be followed, however.  
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With use of standard lasers and of unfiltered light collection, the Rayleigh signal is 
the sum of all the abovementioned components, vibrational Raman being the 
weakest feature of all components (representing typically 0.1% of the signal [69]) 
so that its contribution can usually be neglected. The largest part of the Rayleigh 
scattering is polarized, the position of the laser in relation to the detector having a 
significant impact on the amount of it which is collected. 

� � 

Figure 3.5 A schematic spectrum of the total scattered light in a gaseous media. The dashed 
part is termed the Cabannes line. 

Rayleigh scattering is usually referred to as an “elastic” process, meaning that it 
does not exchange energy with the molecule, the scattered light thus having the 
same frequency as the incident light, which is true for the central part of the 
scattering. Since no change in the internal energy of the molecule occurs, Rayleigh 
scattering is not species-specific in a spectral sense. It comes about through non-
propagating fluctuations in density.  

At high pressure and low temperature the Brillouin scattering becomes 
noticeable and needs to be taken into account. Brillouin scattering is the scattering 
of light by sound waves, i.e. propagating pressure (or density) waves. 

A brief account of the different conditions that can apply and their impact on 
the Rayleigh-Brillouin lineshape and the Rayleigh cross-section follows. 

3.3.1 Rayleigh scattering cross-section 

If the molecules are spherical, as in the case of a monoatomic noble gas, there is a 
lack of rotational Raman scattering. The Rayleigh cross-section can then be derived 
using the classical model for the radiation from an infinitesimally small oscillating 
dipole. The differential Rayleigh cross-section can be expressed then as 

 φνπσ 2
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2

4

4
2 sin

1
4 ⋅
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⋅⋅=

Ω N
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cd
d

 (3.1) 

where ν is the light frequency, n the index of refraction, c  the velocity of light, N 
the number density and φ the angle between the observation direction and the 
polarization direction of the incident light. A more rigorous derivation taking into 
account the rotations of diatomic molecules and orientation averaging can be 
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found in ref. [69] or [70]. The well-known ν 4 dependence can be noted in 
equation (3.1). This makes it attractive to perform Rayleigh scattering 
measurements in the UV-spectral range. It is also clear that the cross-section is 
dependent upon the index of refraction, which can be used to derive the Rayleigh 
cross-section from earlier refraction measurements.  
Table 3.2 The refractive indices and differential Rayleigh scattering cross-sections of different 
combustion-related species at 254 nm, the differential cross-section being calculated from equation 
(3.1) at standard temperature and pressure, STP. 

Species Index of refraction 
(ni – 1) × 103 

Rayleigh differential cross-section 
dσRi/dΩ × 1027 [cm2] 

Rayleigh scattering cross-
section relative to air 

H 0.077 a 0.88 0.06 
O 0.151 a 3.34 0.23 
N 0.161 a 3.79 0.26 
C 0.188 a 5.20 0.35 
H2 0.154 b 3.49 0.24 
OH 0.228 d 7.64 0.52 
CO 0.378 b 20.95 1.42 
N2O 0.564c 46.82 3.16 
NH3 0.461c 31.23 2.11 
NO 0.331c 16.06 1.09 
O2 0.302b 13.42 0.91 

H2O 0.305d 13.70 0.93 
CO2 0.490e 35.21 2.38 
N2 0.321f 15.15 1.02 
Air 0.317g 14.80 1.00 

CH4 0.490b 35.32 2.39 
C2H2 0.706d 73.15 4.94 
C2H4 0.860c 108.7 7.35 
C2H6 0.853c 106.9 7.23 
C3H6 1.263c 234.4 15.84 
C3H8 1.224c 220.3 14.88 
C7H16 2.305h 781.1 55.79 
C8H18 2.610h 1001.4 67.68 

a  Computed from the decomposition of the atomic contributions from H2, O2 and N2 
b  From Smith et al. [71] 
c From Landolt-Börnstein for λ = 257.7 nm [72] 
d  Computed from summation of the atomic contributions [73] 
e From Bideau-Mehu et. al [74] 
f From Griesmann et al. [75] 
g From Bates [76] 
h From Vogel for λ = 434 nm [77] 
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In Table 3.2 the index of refraction and the differential Rayleigh cross-section for 
an observer located at 90° to the incident laser beam at 254 nm for a number of 
species important in combustion are listed. In the case of a multi-component 
mixture, the total differential Rayleigh scattering cross-section is the sum of the 
cross-sections of each of the individual species, dσRi/dΩ, multiplied by the mole 
fraction, xi, of that species in the mixture, according to equation (3.2). 

 ∑ ⋅
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Ω i
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d
d

d
d σσ
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3.3.2 Lineshapes of Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering 

Since in FRS the lineshape is taken into account in deriving the temperature, it is 
important to take it into account in performing FRS measurements. There are 
three different regimes that can apply in calculating the FRS linshape, depending 
upon the temperature and the pressure: the Knudsen regime, the kinetic regime and 
the hydrodynamic regime. The Knudsen regime and the hydrodynamic regime are 
the two extremes. 

The simplest of cases is the Knudsen regime. At low pressure or high 
temperature, i.e. at low gas density, the only thing that affects the Rayleigh line is 
the thermal motion of the molecules. Each molecule can be seen as an individual 
scatterer and the mean-free-path is large, minimizing the importance of collisions 
between the molecules. This results in a purely Gaussian profile, one which follows 
the Maxwellian velocity distribution at the given temperature, T, due to Doppler 
broadening of the incident laser light. The expression for the line profile is given by 
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where m is the mass of the molecule and θ is the detection angle. Note that 
g(θ,T,ν) integrated over ν is normalized to 1 and ΔνT, the width, which is defined 
as the Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM). The temperature can be deduced 
by measuring the spectral width of this profile. This approach can be employed at 
flame temperatures and at atmospheric pressure. 

At the other extreme, the hydrodynamic regime, pressures are high, the 
Rayleigh scattering being due to density fluctuations [52]. This splits the original 
single line into three Lorentzian lines: one central line, that is unshifted, due to 
isobaric density fluctuations (temperature fluctuations), and two shifted sidebands, 
termed Brillouin lines, which are due to adiabatic density fluctuations (acoustic 
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waves). The total lineshape of the scattered light and the mechanisms behind it are 
discussed more thoroughly in ref. [52] and [68]. 

The most common region, as could be expected, is the one between the two 
extremes, termed the kinetic regime. This regime provides a challenge in modeling, 
several different approaches to it having been adopted, such as Yip et al. [78] and 
that of Tenti et al. [79]. The S6-model [79,80] that Tenti and co-workers 
presented is presently considered the most accurate model for diatomic molecules. 
As Young and Kattawar have pointed out, the S6-model is not exact [81]. It 
assumes a single-species gas and does not include the Q-branch Raman scattering, 
yet according to Forkey [70] these errors are negligible in comparison to other 
sources of uncertainty.  

In order to be able to quantify the relative importance of the random and of 
the correlated motions of the molecules, the S6-model introduces a quantity 
termed the y-parameter, defined by Tenti et al. [79] as 
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where N is the number density of the gas, k the Boltzmann coefficient, η the shear 
viscosity, k is given by equation (3.4) and v0, the thermal velocity of the molecules, 
is given by 
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where m is the mass of the molecule. If the ideal gas law is assumed and the 
Sutherland formula for viscosity is employed, 
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where η0 is 1.716×10-5 Nsm-2, T0 is 273 K and S is 111 K for air, then the y-
parameter becomes 
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where P is the pressure in atmospheres and λ is the wavelength of the laser in nm. 
If y >> 1, the scattering is in the hydrodynamic regime, whereas if y << 1 the 
scattering is in the Knudsen regime and acoustic effects can be neglected. 
Throughout the thesis the S6-model, which includes all three regimes, is employed. 
Both the line profile for the S6-model and the Knudsen regime at ambient 
temperature and pressure and the dependence of the Rayleigh-Brillouin lineshape 
on pressure are shown in Fig. 3.6.  
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It is evident from equation (3.8) that for shorter wavelengths the impact of acoustic 
phenomena is less, where under ambient conditions, for example, y = 0.38 for 254 
nm, whereas y = 0.79 for 532 nm. It is also clear that the higher the temperature, 
the smaller the y-parameter becomes (at 2000 K, y = 0.04). 
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Figure 3.6 The difference between a Doppler modelled profile and the S6-modelled profile 
modelled at 1 bar is shown at the left and the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering profile at various 
pressures for 300 K is shown at the right. 

3.4 Filtered Rayleigh scattering theory 

The total spectral intensity of Rayleigh-Brillouin scattered light is given by  
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where C is the optical calibration constant, I0 the intensity of the incident laser, N 
the molecular number density and ri the scattering distribution of the i:th gas 
species, as calculated by the S6-model and ΔΩ the collection solid angle. As 
indicated in Section 3.3.2, the S6-model only deals with single species. 
Accordingly, in the work presented in the thesis, nitrogen, being the major species, 
has been used to model the lineshape of the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering. In 
situations in which light and small fuel molecules are involved this is adequate, but 
for more applied fuel a more rigorous model as well as lineshape measurements are 
needed. The FRS signal that is collected, which is an integration over the mercury 
transmission profile, t(ν), and the total spectral intensity, I(ν), can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫
+∞

∞−
−= ννννν dtIS 00  (3.10) 

its being marked by the shaded area in Fig. 3.7. The mercury filter attenuates the 
central part of the Rayleigh-Brillouin lineprofile. In this section of the spectrum, 
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the non-Doppler broadened elastic scattering from the particles, the optics and the 
like, having virtually the same spectral width as the incident laser light (ΔνLaser ∼ 
100 MHz), are filtered away. The molecular scattering becomes Doppler-
broadened (ΔνRayleigh ∼ 6 GHz at 300 K), causing a portion of the scattered light to 
pass outside of the absorption profile (ΔνHg ∼ 3 GHz), as evident in Fig. 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 The mercury filter blocks the 
un-broadened elastically scattered light 
from particles and from surfaces, whereas 
the Doppler-broadened wings of the 
Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering are trans-
mitted. The modelled temperature in the 
cell is 0°C and the temperature of the 
scattering medium is 500K. 

In determining the temperature on the basis of FRS measurements, the signal 
intensity is compared with the modelled FRS signal obtained using equation 
(3.10). However, it is not appropriate to compare the absolute intensities, since 
measuring the solid angle of collection, losses in the optical arrangement, and the 
like, is difficult. For convenience, the signal is normalized here to a reference, 
acquired under identical collection conditions but at known temperature, pressure 
and species concentration (usually in air at ambient temperature and pressure). In 
dividing these two detected signals by each other the optics calibration constant C 
cancels out. The normalized signal can then be described by 
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The ratio of the two is modelled by the S6-
modell and the mercury trans-mission profile. 
In Fig. 3.8 the relationship is given as a 
function of temperature.  

In the Fig. 3.8 it can be seen that as the 
temperature increases, the normalized FRS 
signal decreases. At high temperatures the 
signal level is low and larger measurement un-
certainties are unavoidable. This is not solely 
a drawback of FRS, since regular Rayleigh 
scattering is subject to the same decrease in 
signal. However, whereas the FRS signal is 

��

Figure 3.8 Temperature versus 
normalized FRS signal.
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already reduced by ∼50 % through use of the filter, the s/n-ratio of FRS suffers 
more from the signal decrease. Further information on filter-based diagnostics can 
be found in a paper by Boguszko and Elliott [82]. 

3.5 Experimental setup 

LRS has been employed due both to its relatively good accuracy and its imaging 
capability, but its most prominent feature is the simplicity of the setup. As a 
directly related technique, FRS has the same advantage; the optical alignment is 
simple, although the filter and a reference setup are added, yet in technical terms 
FRS is more difficult to deal with. It requires a single-mode, narrow-bandwidth 
laser, the possibility of frequency controlling the laser very accurately (within ∼100 
MHz) and the frequency stability of the laser during the measurements being 
crucial to being able to acquire accurate data. The alexandrite laser, described in 
Section 2.4, has been utilized throughout the FRS work in the thesis work. The 
development of computer control of the laser wavelength, which is essential in the 
FRS measurements, is described in Paper I. A schematic setup of FRS is depicted 
in Fig. 3.9. The part within the dashed rectangle is identical to the setup described 
in Section 3.2.3 and will thus not be discussed further here, other than stating that 
the mercury cell is used in the present situation as a frequency reference for the 
laser system.  

�	


�

�

�

Figure 3.9 A schematic FRS 
setup: BS, beam splitter; FP, 
Fabry-Perot; PD, photo diode; 
SL, seed laser; Hg, mercury cell; 
IF, interference filter; CCD, 
intensified CCD camera. 

The remaining parts are almost identical to a LRS setup. The laser beam 
polarization (the laser is linearly polarized) is rotated in order to maximize the 
Rayleigh scattering signal in relation to the position of the observer, as discussed in 
Section 3.3. Then, dependent on if it is a point, along a line or an imaging 
measurement the corresponding optics is aligned in the beam path. A typical 
imaging setup involving standard sheet optics is shown in Fig. 3.9. The laser is 
focused in the region of interest and is dumped. The detector is placed at a 90° 
angle to the incident laser beam. The scattered light is observed either through an 
interference filter or through a reflection filter and an atomic filter and is collected 
by suitable optics and is registered by a detector, most commonly an ICCD 
camera, described in Section 2.5.  
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3.6 The application of FRS in combustion diagnostics 

In combustion diagnostics FRS is used mainly to measure temperature, but under 
known conditions it can also be used to measure densities. One can determine the 
fuel/air-ratio in a binary mixture, if the cross-section of the fuel employed is much 
larger than that of the air. 

Temperature measurement is one of the most important tasks in laser 
diagnostics. It governs and affects many of the other parameters, e.g. changing it 
severely influences the chemistry of the flame. 

There are different measurement situations, in which reliable, and often two-
dimensional, data is required. These can include lean premixed combustion, sooty 
premixed combustion, diffusion combustion, close-to-surface measurements and 
measurements in cells at elevated pressures. Various situations of this type will be 
discussed here briefly and will be coupled with measurements performed within the 
framework of the thesis. 

In developing a technique of this sort, work always starts with use of small-
scale laboratory flames that are well characterized or have a simple geometry, in 
order that the technique can be validated the models and experimental setup be 
refined to prepare for more complicated measurement situations. 

It should be noted that, unless is specifically pointed out to be otherwise, 
compensation for cross-sections has been made in all the measurements reported.   

3.6.1 Thermometry measurements in fuel-rich, premixed flames 

An attractive case to start with for FRS is to investigate the possibility of obtaining 
measurements in sooty flames. Measurements in sooty flames, in which acetylene 
and methane, respectively, were used as fuel, are reported in Paper I and II. The 
soot particles in these measurements were regarded as being large particles in 
comparison to the air and fuel molecules, thus falling into the Mie regime. 
Whether they are is debatable, of course, but close temperature agreement with 
adiabatic flame temperature calculations is obtained in any case. The principal 
setup described in the previous section, with the exception of use of an interference 
filter, was utilized, the cross-sections being taken into account. Estimates of the 
major species concentrations as well as of the adiabatic flame temperature were 
made by use of the Olikara and Borman equilibrium routines. 
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Figure 3.10 The single-shot temperature distribution in a methane/air flame, Φ = 1.56, is 
shown at the left, and the temperature at a level 12 mm above the burner, a level marked by a 
white line in the left-hand image, is shown at the right. The adiabatic flame temperature in this 
flame is ∼1860 K.   

A single-shot temperature distribution for a methane/air flame having a fuel/air 
ratio of Φ = 1.56, is shown in Fig. 3.10. The adiabatic flame temperature was 
calculated as being ∼1860 K. It is, of course, not reasonable to reach the adiabatic 
flame temperature, mainly because of the heat loss due to soot radiation. Thus the 
temperature data presented is in close agreement with the situation described. In 
Fig. 3.10, a one-dimensional plot of the radial temperature at a position 12 mm 
above the burner is shown at the right and a 2D measurement is shown at the left. 

3.6.2 Thermometry measurements in a lean, premixed, low-swirl burner 

The low-swirl burner described in Section 2.7.2 was investigated in Paper III. The 
measurements made were of the velocity field, the OH- distribution and the 
temperature, all obtained in two dimensions, for model validation purposes. This 
was the first step in the development of the detailed large-eddy simulation (LES) 
database reported on in Paper A.  

Simultaneous measurements of FRS and high speed OH-LIF measurements 
were obtained, an example being presented in Fig. 3.11. The dashed box in the 
second OH-image indicates the area in which the FRS measurements were 
obtained at 400 μs following the first OH-LIF image. The signal-to-noise ratio of 
the temperature measurement was estimated to be 5-10:1 depending on the 
temperature. The reason for using FRS instead of LRS here is that the system was 
not completely clean, due to earlier PIV measurements. This potential difficulty 
was overcome by use of FRS. 
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Figure 3.11 A single-shot FRS temperature image (top) followed by a sequence of four OH-LIF 
images for which Δt = 400 μs, the white dashed line showing the area in which the 
temperature measurements were made. 

Statistical data on the average radial temperature at two different heights and for 
two different flames was also acquired and rms values derived, see Fig. 3.12. The 
temperatures (black lines) were derived from one of the pixel-rows in the two-
dimensional data and was averaged over 600 single-shot images, the rms values 
(gray line) being calculated from these 600 images. The adiabatic temperature of 
the flame is 1705 K, which is nearly achieved in the postflame zone. The large rms 
values are due mainly to fluctuations of the flow in the flame, meaning that 
measurements are sometimes made in the burned and sometimes in the unburned 
region. A detailed account of this work is presented in Paper III and the LES 
modelling work is presented in Paper A.   
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Figure 3.12 Radial temperature profiles and rms values, the black line denoting the temperature 
and the gray the rms value. 

Earlier work on simultaneous FRS and PIV measurements has been carried out by 
Most et al. [58,83] and by Elliott et al. [59]. The measurements were performed in 
small laboratory flames, with very well controlled seeding of the seeding particles 
(0.3 μm TiO2 and 2.4 μm ceramic, respectively). In both cases, a single-mode 
Nd:YAG laser and a molecular iodine filter were paired with each other. Elliott et 
al. took up clearly the difficulties there were in blocking the light scattered by the 
particles. Most et al. stated that rejection was sufficient, with the exception of the 
occurrence of agglomerates that could not be blocked completely. Since the 
rejection ratio of the mercury filter is much higher than that of iodine, success was 
possible. Accordingly, the feasibility of simultaneous FRS and PIV was explored. 
ZrSiO4 particles of 0.5 μm size were used in the measurements. The PIV system 
employed was a standard PIV system outfitted with two Quantel Brilliant B lasers 
and an un-intensified LaVison CCD camera; which meant that the PIV was in 
need of strong seeding in order for reliable results to be obtained. This made the 
seeding difficult to control, resulting in the production of agglomerates. Thus, 
obtaining simultaneous PIV and FRS measurements was not feasible here.  

3.6.3 Thermometry measurements in a Wolfhard-Parker diffusion flame 

To study the feasibility of FRS in non-premixed flames, measurements in a 
methane diffusion flame stabilized on a Wolfhard-Parker burner were conducted. 
The burner is described in Section 2.7.3 and the principal setup of FRS in Section 
3.5. Generally speaking, Rayleigh scattering measurements in non-premixed flames 
are difficult to obtain due to their dependence on the cross-section. Kearney et al. 
[84] performed simultaneous FRS and Raman measurements nevertheless, where 
the Raman data being used then for measurements of species concentrations. In the 
present measurements, the major species concentrations in the flame were 
determined from Smyth [85], calibrated thermocouple temperature measurements 
also being available, making it possible to carry out and validate cross-section-
compensated FRS measurements. The results can be found in Fig. 3.13, and the 
measurements are described in greater detail in Paper II. 
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Figure 3.13 A single shot two-dimensional temperature measurement conducted in a Wolfhardt-
Parker burner is shown to the left and a 10-shot average-temperature profile of the temperature 
at a level 9 mm above the burner is shown at the right. The circles indicate calibrated 
thermocouple measurements made by Smyth [85] and the crosses FRS measurements obtained 
here. 

3.6.4 Temperature gradients close to surfaces 

The determination of temperature gradients close to a stainless steel surface by use 
of FRS was reported in Paper IV. Spatially resolved measurements of the heat 
transfer between solids and the gas phase is important, especially in the design of 
energy-transforming applications such as gas turbines and combustion engines. In 
the present study, FRS was used for temperature measurements in the gas phase 
and a thermographic phosphor for the measurement of surface temperatures. 

In the setup, an electrical inline heater with a 10.5 mm nozzle diameter was 
placed in the centre, beneath a circular stainless steal plate (200 mm in diameter 
and 10 mm thick). The tripled alexandrite laser sheet was then directed between 
the inline heater and the steel plate, touching the surface of the steel plate. This 
enabled measurements as close as possible to the surface to be made.  

In the FRS measurements some of the single-shot images showed there to be a 
highly localized interfering signal. Further investigation indicated the surface-
scattered interfering signal that was transmitted through the mercury filter to be 10 
times stronger than that of the direct laser beam, showing the frequency to be 
shifted slightly or to be broadened, that indicating the calculated rejection-ratio of 
the filter shown in Fig. 3.1 to not be valid. Yet, two-dimensional temperature data 
down to ∼250 μm from the surface could still be derived. Temperature profiles as a 
function of the distance from the plate at six different radial positions, as well as an 
averaged two-dimensional temperature distribution, are shown in Fig. 3.14. 
Further information on the FRS measurements there are presented together with 
the thermographic phosphor measurements reported in Paper IV. 
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Figure 3.14 Axial temperature profiles (at the top) at six different radial positions. The 
temperature at the axial position 0 mm is taken from the phosphor measurements. The 
averaged temperature distribution of the gas phase was measured by FRS spanning a distance 
between 250 μm and 2 mm from the plate surface. 

3.6.5 Temperature measurements in an ignition cell 

An ionization sensor is an electrical sensor for on-line diagnostics in combustion 
engines. The information collected by the sensor can be used for feedback control 
of the engine. The energy released by the combustion process leads to an increase 
in the ionization level in the combustion chamber and hence to a higher 
conductivity of the gas. Applying a voltage across the electrode gap of the spark 
plug after ignition of the mixture generates a current that contains information 
concerning the combustion that occurs [86].  
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It was of interest to measure the temperature between the electrodes. The 
measurement conditions, close to the electrodes and in a cell in which there was 
multi-reflected stray light, made FRS a suitable technique to exploit.  

The experiments were conducted 
in a constant-volume combustion cell 
into which air and fuel were injected 
separately and were ignited after a 
predetermined mixing time. A 
schematic layout of the combustion 
cell is shown in Fig. 3.15. 

The combustion chamber is 
approximately cubic and has a 
volume of 167 cm3. It consists of 
three orthogonally intersecting 
cylindrical passages in a block of 
stainless steel. Each of the cylindrical 
passages can be sealed by fused silica 
windows, providing full optical access 
to the combustion chamber. The cell 
also has diagonal passages, which are 
connected to an air injection system 

and a fuel injection system for the injection of preheated air and methane, 
respectively. The mixture of air and fuel is ignited by an inductive ignition system 
connected to a spark plug having thin (∼1 mm) elongated electrodes. The electrode 
gap is located at the center of the combustion chamber. A vacuum pump system 
provides for evacuation of the combustion products, direct-acting magnetic valves 
control the inlet and outlet of gases. 

Four parameters were measured in each combustion cycle: the combustion 
pressure, the ion current, the global equivalence ratio and the two-dimensional 
temperature distribution. The temperature was measured using FRS. Here a 2 mm 
vertical sheet having a pulse energy of ∼10 mJ was passed ∼0.5 mm behind the 
electrode gap.  

The magnetic valves, the ignition system and the FRS system, as well as the 
logging of pressure, ion current and global equivalence ratio, were controlled by a 
PC by means of a 12 bit A/D card. A combustion cycle was started by the injection 
of ∼5 bar of air into the evacuated combustion chamber. Methane was then 
injected into the quiescent air. After a predetermined mixing time, a spark with a 
duration of approximately 600 μs was fired, igniting the air/fuel mixture. 
Approximately 40 μs prior to ignition, the laser and the CCD camera were 
synchronously triggered so as to register the two-dimensional temperature 
distribution. After combustion, the hot gases were expanded into a vessel for 
measurement of the global equivalence ratio. Finally, the vessel and the 

Fuel
CH4

Air
pre-

heater

Expansion
vessel

ICCD

Spark   plug
Current

Pressure

Global �

Laser light

Figure 3.15 A schematic setup of the ignition 
cell. 
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combustion chamber were evacuated for 15 seconds down to a pressure of ∼0.1 
bar.    

The case presented here (λ = 1.25) is one early in the combustion process, 23 
ms after ignition, when both burned and unburned gas were present.   

There is approximately a 1.1 mm gap between the electrodes of the spark plug. 
Figure 3.16 shows clearly how the temperature rises quickly from ∼400 K to 1700 
– 1750 K, with a drop in the middle.  
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Figure 3.16 The temperature along a line (on the left) in the ignition cell 23 ms after ignition at 
λ = 1.25 has occured. Due to heat transfer from the electrodes a temperature dip in the middle of 
the high temperature region occurs. The temperature profile agrees well with both the modeled and 
the expected values. Both temperature simulation and measurement of the average temperature in 
the cell were carried out. The measurements were made with a thermocouple and the simulations 
by means of a multi-zone model. The simulations were made available at the courtesy of 
Abdelhadi Ahmedi, Energy Sciences, Lund University. 

The temperature drop in the middle of the high-temperature region is caused by 
heat transfer from the gas to the electrodes, providing a cooling effect on the 
burned gases. The modeled and the measured global temperature, presented as a 
function of time, are shown in Fig. 3.16. Comparing the measured and the 
modeled global temperature with the, instantaneous temperature measured by FRS 
23 ms after the ignition, showed them to be in close agreement. On this time scale, 
the temperature of the unburned gas should not have increased, and a temperature 
of 400 K in the unburned region is reasonable while the initial temperature in the 
cell was 386 K, as measured by a thermocouple (a slightly elevated starting 
temperature is preferable experimentally, since water from the combustion process 
condenses on the inside of the optical windows otherwise).  
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3.6.6 Fuel/air ratio measurements 

As mentioned above, Rayleigh scattering can hardly be used for species-specific 
measurements. However, both density and ratio measurements on binary mixtures 
under known conditions are feasible if the species involved considerably differ in 
their cross-section. This can be utilized in measuring the fuel/air ratio. It is tricky 
to quantify the fuel/air ratio, especially while the Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering 
profile changes for larger molecules. Earlier studies using LRS in Diesel and spark-
ignition engines shows to be promising for use in measuring quantitative fuel 
distributions, [87,88] and [89], respectively. However, as mentioned earlier, LRS 
suffers from the elastic scattering, making it very difficult to perform measurements 

inside small compartments. FRS could thus be an 
alternative.  

Proof-of-principle measurements for visualizing the 
distribution of evaporated fuel in a Diesel engine without use 
of fuel-tracer have been performed within a Diesel project in 
which 70% n-heptane and 30% iso-octane were used as fuel. 
The cross-sections found in Table 3.2, yield a cross-section 
ratio of fuel to air of ∼60 and 80, respectively. The 
measurements were conducted in a Volvo D5 engine, the 
data being acquired at different crank-angle degrees (CAD). 
Images from two different CADs are shown in Fig. 3.17, the 
fuel distribution in the direction of the spray being clearly 
visible there.  

As the fuel decomposes, fluorescence and absorption 
becomes a problem in the UV-spectral range, as reported by 
Richter et al. [90], limiting the UV-FRS. This was obvious 
in the present measurements, the exact time of ignition 
(approx. at -1.5 CAD) not being possible to determine due 
to absorption and fluorescence. It was also evident that the 
scattering from the spray core of the Diesel jet could not be 
blocked by the mercury filter, although most of the other 
scattering could be blocked, as shown in Fig. 3.18. This 
limits the measurement time window to between ∼0.5 CAD 
after the injection ends to approximately when the 
combustion starts. In these measurements, 3.5 % EGR was 
employed and the injection started at ∼10 CAD. 

In order to continue similar measurements, absorption 
measurements need to be performed in the engine. To be 
able to extract quantitative data the Rayleigh-Brillouin 
lineshape of the large and heavy fuel molecules involved 
needs to be studied carefully.  

-3.5 CAD -2.5 CAD

Figure 3.17 The fuel 
distribution in the 
Volvo D5 engine at -
3.5 and -2.5 CAD, 
respectively. 

un-filtered filtered

Figure 3.18 The 
difference between fil-
tered and un-filtered 
Rayleigh scattering in 
the Volvo D5 engine. 
Note the valves in the 
left image. 
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Chapter 4 

Polarization spectroscopy (PS) 

Minor species of very low concentration need to be determined accurately, both for 
validation of specific combustion models and for gaining an overall understanding 
of combustion processes generally. Polarization spectroscopy (PS), a fully resonant 
non-linear technique, is well-suited through its coherent nature, creating a laser-
like signal beam with very high signal-to-noise ratio, providing measurements of 
species concentrations even at ppm levels. In this chapter the application of PS to 
combustion diagnostics, both in the UV/visible and the infrared (IR) spectral 
regime, will be discussed. 

4.1 Introduction to polarization spectroscopy 

Polarization spectroscopy was first described by Wieman and Hänsch [91], when 
working on refinements of saturation spectroscopy in order to accurately measure 
the Rydberg constant (109 737.3156 852 7(73) m-1 [92]) . It has a better signal-to-
background ratio than saturation spectroscopy and provides the same possibilities 
for Doppler-free detection. The technique is described very well by Teets et al. [93] 
and Demtröder [94]. A review, from a combustion diagnostics point of view, is 
presented in [4]. Already in 1984, Tong and Yeung [95] employed PS for the 
detection of trace element (sodium and barium) in flames. They pointed out that 
the coherent nature of PS can be used to suppress the emission from such 
molecular species as OH, CH, C2 and CN, all of which are important species in 
combustion. Two years later, the first work involving use of pulsed lasers was 
published [96]. In that study measurements of the sodium present in a flame were 
conducted and the dependence of the PS-signal on the crossing-angle was 
investigated. That same year the first Doppler-free two-photon PS measurements 
were performed, hydrogen being detected in high-temperature plasmas [97]. Those 
measurements were also investigated theoretically by Seidel [98].  

The application of PS within combustion diagnostics was sparked several years 
later by Nyholm et al. [99], who in 1993 applied polarization spectroscopy to the 
detection of the hydroxyl-radical in flames, achieving an estimated detection limit 
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of better than 1014 molecules/cm3. Already the same year the first two-dimensional 
PS measurements in flames were reported, [100], this also involving detection of 
the hydroxyl-radical in a CH4/O2 flame. Nyholm demonstrated the possibility of 
measuring temperature by polarization spectroscopy through use of the Boltzmann 
plotting method [101], obtaining two-dimensional measurements while employing 
a dual-wavelength approach to probe two rotational lines. Use of PS measurements 
here was compared with the use of degenerate four-wave mixing. The authors 
found PS to be superior due in particular to its relative simplicity [102]. In the 90s, 
several other species important to combustion were measured such as NH3, CO 
[103], C2 [104], NH [105] and N2 [106].  

The physics of polarization spectroscopy, investigated by direct numerical 
integration (DNI) of the time-dependent density matrix equation, was explored by 
Reichardt and Lucht [107], in calculating lineshapes and saturation effects. The 
model was later developed further to include multi-axial-mode laser effects [108], 
important for an understanding of polarization spectroscopy and for accurate 
quantitative concentration measurements. The same research group also 
investigated the use of saturated polarization spectroscopy for quantitative 
measurements of OH number densities experimentally [109]. A simplified model 
describing the curve shape of polarization spectroscopic power-dependence scans in 
both the saturated and unsaturated regime was proposed later by Walewski et al. 
[47], the model agreeing well with experimental results concerning lines dominated 
by inhomogeneous broadening. 

Polarization spectroscopy using picosecond lasers has also been investigated, 
both experimentally [110] and theoretically [111]. 

In combustion diagnostics there has been a strong interest in measuring species 
that lacking transitions in the UV/visible spectral range. These include such species 
as CH4, C2H2 and CO2. Polarization spectroscopy was first used in the mid-
infrared spectral regime to detect carbon dioxide at 2.7 μm [112], an important 
step for obtaining sensitive, spatially resolved measurements.  

Continued development of this sort within the mid-infrared spectral regime 
was an important goal of the thesis work, measurements of CO2 and water that 
were conducted were reported in Paper VII and XI, XII, and measurements of 
small hydrocarbons in Papers V, VIII, IX and X as well as measurements of CH 
presented in Paper V. Two-dimensional measurements of atomic hydrogen were 
also reported in Paper VI. 

4.2 Basic concepts of polarization spectroscopy 

Polarization spectroscopy uses polarized light to selectively detect a given species, a 
strong either linearly or circularly polarized pump beam being crossed by a weak, 
linearly polarized probe beam in the region that is investigated. A signal is 
generated where the beams intersect, the crossing angle determining the spatial 
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resolution. This can be carried out in either a counter- or a co-propagating manner 
(see Fig. 4.1), the co-propagating approach providing a stronger signal but the 
counter-propagating enabling sub-Doppler detection to be preformed. 

�

�  

Figure 4.1 Schematic PS-setup; at the left a co-propagating beam geometry is shown, and at the 
right a counter-propagating beam geometry used for sub-Doppler measurements. (M, mirror; BS, 
beam splitter; PMT, detector) Polarization of the pump and of the probe beam is marked by gray 
arrows. 

Usually, the two laser beams are produced by the same laser source, meaning that 
they have the same initial polarization. Polarization of the pump beam is either 
rotated by use of a λ/2-plate or is converted into circular polarization by use of a 
λ/4-plate. The account here will assume there to be a right-hand circularly 
polarized pump beam and a linearly polarized probe beam. 

When the laser is tuned to a particular 
molecular resonance, the circularly polarized 
pump beam induces transitions to magnetic 
sub-levels, but only between levels differing in 
the magnetic quantum numbers associated 
with them. Note that ΔM equals +1 and -1, 
for right- and for left-circularly-polarized 
light, respectively, see Fig. 4.2. Optical 
pumping of this sort leads to a non-uniform 
population distribution over the different 
ground-state sublevels, resulting in the sample 
becoming anisotropic, i.e. it changes the real 
(birefringence) and imaginary (absorption, 
dichroism) parts of the refractive index in the 
sample.  

The linearly polarized probe beam, which 
can be considered as representing the sum of 
left- and right-circularly-polarized comp-
onents of equal intensity, is affected by the 
birefringence and dichroism that are induced. 
The two components differ in the dispersion, 
Δn, and absorption, Δα, they experience, 

which results in the absorption being stronger for the left-hand circularly-polarized 
light (involving a right-hand circularly-polarized pump). The dispersion that 
occurs leads to a slight rotation of the polarization, and the absorption that occurs 
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Figure 4.2 Linearly polarized light 
can be regarded as a linear super-
position of left- and right-circularly 
polarized light (denoted as LCP and 
RCP, respectively) of equal amplitude. 
The right-hand circularly polarized 
pump beam induces transitions, where 
ΔM = +1. This results in absorption 
and phase shift for the probe beam 
components differing. 
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results in a certain ellipticity, Fig. 4.3. This change of polarization in the probe 
beam makes it possible for a small part of the probe beam to pass through the 
second polarizer, often called the analyzer. This signal beam can then be collected 
by a detector. The stronger the optical transition is, the stronger the tilt of the 
ellipse and the more pronounced the ellipticity becomes.  
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Figure 4.3 Changes in the polarization of the probe beam where S is the probe beam vector: a) 
the probe beam can be regarded as a superposition of a right- and of a left-circularly polarized 
component (RCP and LCP, respectively, the vectors rotating in the plane indicated by the 
arrows); b) the birefringence produced causes a phase change, rotating the plane of polarization; 
c) the dichroism induces ellipticity due to the uneven absorption of the two components; d) both 
the birefringence and the dichroism give rise to the PS signal. 

4.2.1 Line profiles of the PS-signal 

A simple model of the polarization signal in the unsaturated or the weakly 
saturated regime is derived in [93,96]. The model ignores the effects of the 
repopulation of the ground-state due to fluorescence and to collisions. It also 
assumes the length of the pump pulse to be shorter than the relaxation time for the 
ground-state and that the upper state is sufficiently short-lived to not contribute to 
the anisotropy that is induced. 

If the differences in the absorption and the dispersion experienced by the two 
circularly polarized components is small, i.e. when Δn and Δα << 1, the intensity 
of the probe beam transmitted through the analyzer can be described, as in [99], by 
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where Iprobe is the incoming probe intensity, ω the laser frequency, L the length of 
the absorption path, b an extra ellipticity due to background birefringence from 
elements introduced between the two polarizers (such as cell windows), ξ is a 
background originating from the finite extinction ratio of the polarizer pair, and θ 
is the angle at which the analyser deviates from the perfect crossed position. In 
most diagnostic measurements (in fact in all the measurements presented in the 
present work) the crossing of the polarisers is either perfect or close to perfect and 
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there is no background birefringence in between the polarizer pair or only a 
negligible amount of it, leaving both b and θ basically equal to zero, simplifying 
the expression above. 

According to Wiemann and Hänsch the line profile of Δα, which is Lorentzian 
in the case of low laser intensities and lie within the limits of large Doppler widths 
[91], can be written as 
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where γs corresponds to the homogeneous width of the molecular transition 
saturated by the pump beam and ω0 is the central frequency of the transition.  

The absorption coefficient, Δα, and the refractive index, Δn, are related to each 
other by the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relationship [94], meaning that Δn can be 
expressed as 
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If equations (4.1) and (4.2) are inserted into (4.3) and b and θ are equal to zero, 
the line profile of a circularly polarized pump beam can be expressed as 
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In most cases Δα0L << 1, which means that the last term in (4.4), which is 
proportional to Δα0

2L2, is negligible, leaving only the first two terms.  
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This simplified relationship (4.5) is also valid when a linearly polarized pump beam 
is employed under the same conditions. The major difference between the linear 
and the circular pump is in terms of absorption. The absorption occurring can be 
expressed as 
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where σJJ’ is the cross-section, which is not dependent upon the polarization [99], 
Ipump and t are the intensity and the pulse length, respectively, of the pump beam, S 
is a saturation parameter which is independent of polarization, N0 is the total 
number density in the lower state, which is temperature dependent, and ζJJ’ is the 
geometry factor, which is dependent upon the pumping geometry and the angular 
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momentum of both the upper and the lower states in the transition which is 
probed being given in [93]. 

In the case of a circularly polarized pump beam, the ζJJ’ factor approaches 3/2 
for large J values when ΔJ = ±1 but decreases rapidly with increasing J when ΔJ = 0. 
This means that a circularly polarized pump beam favours the P and the R lines. 
When instead a linear pump beam is utilized, the factors approach 3/10 for large J-
values and J ≠ 0 and 6/5 for J = 0, which means that a linearly polarized pump 
beam favours the Q lines [99]. This is shown in Fig. 4.4, where an infrared 
spectrum of hot water lines (1000 K) is simulated for the different polarization 
geometries. 

It should be noted that the Lorentzian profile introduced by Wieman and Hänsch 
under the abovementioned conditions was confirmed 23 years later, in 1998, by 
Reichardt and Lucht [107], on the basis of DNI calculations. However, in un-
saturated polarization spectroscopy the lineshape for a homogeneously broadened 
line, i.e. when the collisional broadening predominates, is Lorentzian-cubed. This 
was shown for CO2 in Paper VII. The shape can be described then by 
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Note that, in all the discussions above, dependence upon repopulation of the 
ground-state is neglected, leaving a squared dependence of the PS-signal on the 
total number density found in the ground state, ( )20NI PS ∝ .   

4.2.2 PS-signal dependence on laser fluence 

Polarization spectroscopy can be performed either with or without saturation. 
Most diagnostic measurements are performed during saturation, when the signal is 
less sensitive to pulse-to-pulse fluctuations and generate a stronger signal, which 
improves the signal-to-noise ratio, a matter especially important in the IR-regime, 
because of the low detector sensitivity there. Also, in the saturated regime the signal 
is less sensitive to collisions than it is in the unsaturated regime [107]. 
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Figure 4.4 Simulated hot water lines 
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In a Doppler-dominated region, the PS-signal scales as 
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in the case of unsaturating beams (this is what was discussed above) and  
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in the case of saturating beams [107]. It can be clearly seen from these two 
expressions, (4.8) and (4.9), that both the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations and the 
collisions that occur will influence the signal much more strongly in the 
unsaturated regime than in the saturated regime. 

The approach of Reichardt and co-workers [107], involving DNI calculations, 
is based on complex and numerically demanding calculations. A simplified model 
that describes the shape of the polarization-spectroscopy-saturation curves when 
homogeneous broadening predominates, was put forth by Walewski et al. [47]. It 
is given by 
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where A is a scaling factor, N is the number density of the species which is probed, 
and PS

satI  is the PS saturation intensity. This model provides satisfactory results both 
in the saturated and in the partially saturated regime; it is not valid, however, when 
inhomogeneous rather than homogeneous broadening predominates. 

4.3 Application of PS in combustion diagnostics 

As mentioned earlier, measurements of trace species are important in combustion. 
Polarization spectroscopy, due to its coherent nature, is an attractive option, 
through its ability to suppress background, by remotely detecting the signal, 
without signal losses. 

In this section, a summary is presented of the results and conclusions reported 
in the papers included in the thesis. The work contains results from both the 
UV/visible and the mid-IR spectral region. 
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4.3.1 Detection of the CH radical through PS 

CH is a crucial trace species in hydrocarbon combustion. In particular, it takes part 
in the decomposition reactions of the primary fuel. CH is also widely accepted as 
one of the best flame front markers for investigating turbulent flame structures, 
since it only exists in a very thin layer within the reaction zone. In the next chapter 
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) for the visualization of CH will be taken up. Here 
the application of sub-Doppler polarization spectroscopy to the measurement of 
CH in combustion is focused on. 

A counter-propagating beam geometry was used, in order to enable sub-
Doppler measurements to be made and measure the line profiles of both LIF and 
PS.  

The experimental setup is described in detail in Paper V. In short, a frequency 
doubled, single-longitudinal-mode alexandrite laser (described in Section 2.4 and 
in Paper I) was used for excitation, the measurements being obtained in a slightly 
rich methane/oxygen porous plug burner flame (described in Section 2.7.4) located 
in a low pressure chamber (described in detail in [47]), at a pressure of 60 mbar.  

These measurements were used to investigate the R2(5) line of the B-X(0,0) 
transition. Saturation curves were obtained for both LIF and PS. The PS saturation 
curve was fitted by a least square fit to the phenomenological equation in (4.10) 
and to the LIF by 
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where LIF
satI  is the saturation intensity for LIF. The saturation fluences were 

determined to be 5 J/cm2 for PS and 70 J/cm2 for LIF. 
Lineshape studies were conducted, the lineshapes being compared with each 

other. Fig. 4.5 shows two lineprofiles, to the left is a PS-signal close to saturation 
and to the right a LIF profile for the same laser energy i.e. unsaturated. At this laser 
energy the LIF signal is strongly affected by noise, however, the noise level 
decreases substantially at saturation energies as is evident in Paper V.  
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Figure 4.5 At the left the sub-Doppler PS lineshape of CH just above saturation is shown, and 
at the right the lineshape of the unsaturated LIF signal, fitted with a Voigt-profile. The 
substantial Doppler broadening of the LIF profile as compared with the PS is clearly visible. 

The line profile evident in the case of PS was expected from a theoretical 
standpoint. A pure Lorentzian profile (black solid line) was fitted to the 
experimental data as discussed in the previous section, implying the signal to be 
well saturated. This work concerned with lineshapes can be compared to the work 
dealing with PS in the mid-IR spectral regime, in which the IRPS of CO2 at 2 μm 
was investigated and was compared to IRLIF of the same transition. These 
measurements were conducted under non-saturated conditions. Here a Lorentzian 
cubed profile could clearly be fitted to the IRPS signal due to the lack of 
saturation; as is discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

The LIF measurements reveal a Voigt-profile having a strong Gaussian 
contribution originating from inhomogeneous Doppler broadening, as well as a 
constant Lorentzian contribution due to collisions. Both PS and LIF experienced a 
substantial power broadening at high laser energies, indicating that accurate 
measurements should be carried out by PS just above saturation energies. 

The work conducted showed there to be the possibility of obtaining high 
resolution measurements in harsh environments when studying molecular radicals, 
making it possible to compare PS and LIF directly, since the measurements are 
conducted simultaneously.  

4.3.2 Imaging of hydrogen atoms in flames 

The hydrogen atom, investigated now for more than a century, is the smallest 
atom. Study of it has made it easier today for physicists to understand the 
spectroscopy of much more complicated atoms and molecules. Hydrogen is also an 
important species in combustion, for instance in flame kinetics, where it is a key 
species in chain-branching reactions due to its diffusivity and reactivity. Thus, the 
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sensitive spatially resolved detection of atomic hydrogen is important not only for 
combustion but also for plasma and fusion studies.  

 The single-photon excitation of hydrogen is not possible generally, since 
reaching the lowest excited state requires vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation at 
121.6 nm. Multi-photon excitation has been employed, however, in several studies 
involving use of LIF e.g. [113-115] in flames, or of two-photon polarization 
spectroscopy (TPPS) in plasmas [97,98,116] and in flames [117], as well as in 
2007 by two-colour two-photon-resonant six-wave-mixing spectroscopy [118].  

In the present work, Paper VI, a new scheme for atomic hydrogen detection in 
flames was employed. The scheme, termed two-photon pump polarization 
spectroscopy probe (TPP-PSP), involves two-photon excitation of the hydrogen 
atom (the 1s-2s transition) and is achieved by use of a strong pump beam at 243 

nm. The population at the 2s level is 
then probed by conventional polariza-
tion spectroscopy, the 2s-4p transition 
being studied, both the pump and the 
probe having the same wavelength, 486 
nm. In this way only the population at 
the 2s level is probed, meaning that no 
phase matching or molecular alignment 
of the two differing excitation processes 
is required. 

 The setup is depicted schema-
tically in Fig. 4.6. An important point 
is that this excitation scheme requires 
only one laser source. In the present 
work, the optical parametric oscillator 
(OPO) described in Section 2.5.2 was 
utilized. This system delivered 43 mJ at 
486 nm with a pulse length and width 
of 8 ns and 0.2 cm-1, respectively. The 
486 nm beam was frequency doubled 
and the frequency components were 
separated, the remaining 486 nm being 
utilized for the polarization spectro-
scopy scheme and the doubled beam at 
243 nm being focused to a lasersheet 
intersecting the pump and probe beam, 
crossing at the centre of the measure-
ment region, in this case a welding 
torch flame with a 1 mm diameter 
nozzle. 

The cross-section of the lasersheet 

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic setup of the TPP-PSP. 
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Figure 4.7 Single-shot TPP-PSP image of 
ground-state hydrogen atoms recorded in a Φ 
= 1.3 hydrogen/oxygen flame. 
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and the probe and pump beam creates a disc-shaped probe volume 6 mm in 
diameter and about 100 μm thick, the thickness being determined by the waist of 
the 243 nm lasersheet. The PS-scheme utilized a co-propagating setup using a 
circularly polarized pump beam. The signal beam was spatially filtered after having 
passed through the analyzer before being detected by an ICCD camera (Princeton 
576S/RB-T, described in Section 2.5.3). 

Very little background interference was evident and the signal was roughly two 
orders of magnitude stronger than the background. Several possible disturbances 
can arise in obtaining measurements of this sort in which use is made of strong 
UV-radiation. Effects due to saturation or to photo-ionization from the excited 
state of hydrogen, or to the photochemical production of atomic hydrogen and of 
hydroxyl are all possible. Investigations of photo-chemical effects during the 
multiphoton excitation of atomic hydrogen were carried of by Goldsmith [119], 
the laser energy in the present work is approximately a factor of two lower than the 
power limits that were stated. 

Results of the 2D-measurements of atomic hydrogen obtained are shown in 
Fig. 4.7, where the high signal-to-background ratio which is found should be 
noted. A strong, localized signal from atomic hydrogen, close to the reaction zone, 
is also evident. 

4.3.3 Infrared polarization spectroscopy of combustion related species 

There are several combustion related species which are not accessible in the 
UV/visible spectral regime, such as CO2, CH4, C2H2 and CH3. However, most 
molecules possess vibrational transitions in the mid-IR spectral regime, which 
makes this spectral regime highly attractive. There have been various difficulties 
involved in carrying out measurements in this spectral regime, such as the detectors 
available being expensive and insensitive, and the limited availability of high power 
laser sources, this resulting in low spatial resolution, low signal levels and 
difficulties connected with interference stemming from high background radiation. 
In recent years, technical advances have alleviated some of these difficulties. 
Various technical specifications and remarks pertaining to this can be found in 
Chapter 2.  

Infrared laser-induced fluorescence, IRLIF, is an attractive technique. Several 
investigations regarding it have been carried out recently [35,120-123]. In reactive 
flows, however, the background is an obvious issue. Also, LIF has the inherent 
problem of quenching, making adequate quantitative measurements by it very 
difficult, a problem even more serious for IRLIF, due to its weaker transition 
probabilities in the IR-spectral regime. Another alternative approach, which is 
developing rapidly due to advances in laser technology is absorption measurements 
for determining both concentration and temperature [124,125]. Such 
measurements can be conducted in a variety of ways, although the basic physics 
stays the same in each case. A major drawback to such an approach is the fact that 
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absorption measurements are always line-of-sight measurements which provide a 
kind of integrated quantity over the entire beam path, and lack the spatial precision 
of IRLIF. Infrared polarization spectroscopy, IRPS, was not introduced until 2002, 
when Roy et al. published their findings on carbon dioxide [112]. Due to the 
excitation scheme employed that work suffered from a low signal-to-noise ratio. 
IRPS have high spatial as well as spectral resolution, however, and shows very 
effective suppression of the thermal background. In the present work, several 
species important to combustion including CO2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, CH3 and 
H2O, were investigated in this way. A brief summary of the fairly extensive work in 
this area that has been conducted will be provided here. More detailed information 
concerning it is provided in Papers VII, VIII, IX, and Papers XI, X, XII. 

Figure 4.8 Schematic 
view of the IRPS setup 
in which IRLIF being 
collected by an IR-
camera at a 90° angle 
to the crossing of the 
beams, the IRPS signal 
is acquired by an InSb 
detector (red). Note 
that an alignment laser 
overlaps the IR-beam to 
enable it to be 
visualized. 

The experimental setup for obtaining IRPS measurements is in many ways very 
similar to a PS-setup in the UV/visible spectral range, despite certain exceptions. 
For one thing, while the IR laser beam is invisible, a He-Ne laser overlaps the IR-
beam so as to simplify the alignment, allowing the path of the IR-beam to be 
visualized. Another difference is that other optical materials are needed, since BK7 
and fused silica, for example, have little or no transmission in the mid-IR spectral 
regime. Accordingly, as mentioned in Chapter 2, CaF2 is used for beam splitters 
and lenses, whereas YVO4 is used for the polarizers. The specific setups involved 
are discussed in the papers in question, their not being presented here, although 
their general characteristics are depicted in Fig. 4.8. 
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The IRPS measurements reported in this work were performed using the Sirah dye 
laser system pumped by the QuantaRay, and the frequency conversion extension 
described in Chapter 2, with the exception of the CO2 lineshape measurements 
described in Paper VII, in which an alexandrite laser system and a Raman shifter 
were used to produce a 2 μm beam. This setup is described in greater detail in 

Paper VII, B, C and the laser in 
question in Section 2.4.  

The IRPS measurements reported 
in the thesis were being conducted 
both in non-reacting and in reacting 
flows. The characterizing of such 
stable species as CO2, CH4, C2H2 and 
C2H4 in non-reacting flows with 
different colliding partners can 
facilitate measurements at elevated 
temperatures and in more comp-
licated environments and contribute 
to an understanding of the results. In 
flow measurements of this type made 
at atomspheric pressure, the typical 
detection limits are around 30-100 
ppm, the value in question depending 
upon the species. Signal-to-noise 
ratios higher than 104 have been 
reported. A methane spectrum (Paper 
VIII) in a cold flow (containing 2 % 
of methane and 98 % of Ar), acquired 
by use of a linearly- and circularly 
polarized pump beam and averaged 
over 10 laser shots for each data 
point, is shown in Fig. 4.9. The high 
signal-to-noise ratio, despite the laser 
energy being quite low (∼0.5 mJ), 
and the high spectral resolution 
attained, which resolves the 
symmetric fine structure of CH4, can 
be clearly seen.  

These measurements of the flow 
of small hydrocarbons were later 
extended in Paper IX to include 
ethane, enabling possibilities for 
multi-species detection to be 
investigated. The lines were all 
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Figure 4.9 IRPS spectra of the ν3 band of CH4 
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of a circular pump, and c) expanding of the 
P(5) line so as to visualize the symmetric fine 
structures. 
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successfully assigned. The possibility shown in Fig. 4.10 of enhancing either the Q-
branch or the R- and P-branch can be helpful. Simultaneous IRPS and IRLIF 
measurements were also conducted in the same study, providing the opportunity to 
compare the two techniques in the mid-IR regime directly. IRPS was found to be 
superior both in detection sensitivity and in background discrimination. The IR-
camera described in Section 2.5.4 was used for detection in the case of IRLIF. 
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Figure 4.10 The IRPS excitation spectrum of a gas mixture consisting of methane and ethane at 
ambient pressure and temperature. 

Studies of acetylene, both at atmospheric pressure and at low pressure under well 
controlled conditions were reported in Paper X. This was done to investigate the 
pressure and collider dependence of the IRPS signal. It was found that the decay 
constant for the different colliders were similar, i.e. they had similar quenching 
rates. This indicates the possibility of employing IRPS in complex environments. 
The dependence of the IRPS signal on the collider concentration was also 
investigated. A quadratic dependence was shown, as had been predicted by the 
phenomenological equation (4.10). 

Since the detection of acetylene, as well as of the other molecules discussed 
above, is of primary interest here when carried out under flame conditions, several 
flame studies were performed. The abundance of methane was investigated as a 
function of height above a McKenna burner. Methane was found to be consumed 
in the reaction zone in a ∼0.5 mm thick layer. A strong spectrum could be 
collected, however, even at locations much higher up in the flame. The lines in 
question have not been assigned, which points to a substantial problem in working 
at elevated temperatures, namely the lack of reliable high-temperature line-data. 
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Another task of interest is to measure nascent species in a flame. In the study 
reported in Paper XI the combustion products H2O and CO2 were probed at 2.7 
μm, both hot water and CO2 lines being identified. For the hot water lines, a 

H2/air flame was used to minimize 
interference by other species and 
to be able to find a window in the 
water lines in which CO2 could be 
detected. Again, the selectivity of 
polarization spectroscopy was very 
useful in its simplifying the 
spectrum and suppressing un-
wanted P-branch water lines in 
investigating CO2.  

Nascent C2H2 was probed in a 
low pressure (50 mbar), CH4/O2 
flat flame in Paper X. The cold-
flow measurements that were 
presented in the same paper 
facilitated recognition of the C2H2 
in the spectrum. The measure-
ments were conducted at different 
heights above the flame. They 
clearly showed the concentration 
of acetylene to vary with height 
above the burner, as expected. 
This, together with a very weak 
CH3 signal, can be seen in Fig. 
4.11. 

Hot water is always present in 
the combustion of hydrocarbon 
fuel. It has a complicated spect-
rum, with large numbers of lines 
in the mid-infrared regime. These 
lines can interfere with signals 
from minor species. To analyze 
possibilities for measuring the 
minor species satisfactorily in this 
“forest” of water lines, a study was 
conducted to measure the 
occurrence of the hydroxyl radical 

in the presence of waterlines. The OH-lines could be identified successfully and be 
simulated, together with the waterlines in this region. It was evident that the data 
available in HITRAN and HITEMP [126] are not accurate in terms of line 
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Figure 4.11 IRPS acetylene spectra in a slightly rich 
50 mbar methane/oxygen flame; a) excitation scan of 
the P(24) and P(23) line of the (010(11)0)-
(0000000) band of acetylene in a gas flow; b) 
excitation scans at different heights above the 
burner, acetylene, methane and ethyl being visible; 
c) calculated IRPS spectrum of hot methane.  
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positions. On the basis of the measurements referred to above, however, it can be 
stated that mid-IRPS has considerable potential for obtaining experimental data in 
combustion environments, especially for detailed investigations of flame chemistry.     
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Chapter 5 

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 

Achieving an adequate understanding of turbulent combustion phenomena often 
requires obtaining two-dimensional information. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), 
a highly sensitive resonant technique, can readily be employed for studying the 
distributions of minor species, down to sub-ppm levels, both qualitatively and 
quantitatively, and for measuring temperature fields and flame front propagation. 
At present LIF is one of the most widely utilized laser diagnostic techniques in the 
combustion area. In this chapter a brief account of laser-induced fluorescence will 
be provided and its application to measure minor species present in turbulent 
combustion discussed.  

5.1 A basic account of laser-induced fluorescence 

Laser-induced fluorescence is a resonant technique. Thus, the wavelength is chosen 
to match the transition of a target species, usually from one electronic state to 
another but sometimes of one rotational-vibrational level to another. The target 
species is excited by a laser, the light which is emitted on the basis of the de-
excitation process being termed fluorescence. Although the fluorescence produced 
may be resonant, so that the target emits the same wavelength as that which was 
absorbed, the rotational and vibrational levels in the ground state that are accessible 
can also differ, depending on the structure of the molecules and the selection rules 
that apply, leading to the wavelengths emitted being slightly different (usually 
longer) than those of the excitation source, as shown in Fig. 5.1. This wavelength 
shift makes the detection of the signal technically simpler, than in Rayleigh 
scattering, which was discussed in Chapter 3. Interference or colour glass filters can 
be used to suppress the irradiating laser light. The absorbed and the emitted 
energies are unique to the target species in question, which can be chosen 
selectively, identified and information concerning both temperature and 
concentration extracted from them. Different approaches to extracting this 
information, for combustion diagnostic purposes, are taken up by Eckbreth [4] and 
by Daily [127]. In a simplified two-level system in which fluorescence is involved, 
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the intensity of the fluorescence, Ifl, is proportional to the number density in the 
excited state N2, in accordance with 

 22121 4
VNhAI fl π

ν Ω
=  (5.1) 

where A21 is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, h is the Planck 
constant, ν21 is the frequency of the emitted radiation, Ω is the detection solid 
angle and V is the observation volume. 

Unfortunately, just as with most 
diagnostic techniques in this 
area, LIF has certain inherent 
difficulties. The long lifetime of 
the fluorescence (typically on the 
order of tens of or even hund-
reds of nanoseconds) makes the 
signal very sensitive to collisions 
(typical collision times under 
atmospheric conditions are ∼100 
ps), which compete with the 
signal-generating process. This 
process termed quenching, and 
denoted Q21, is what makes 
quantitative LIF difficult to 
obtain. Even at 1 bar, the 
quenching rate for most radicals 
relevant to combustion is 2-4 
times the rate of spontaneous 
emission of a fluorescence 

photon [128]. At elevated pressures, the collision times are diminished and can be 
on the order of only a few picoseconds. 

In the linear regime of laser-induced fluorescence, the upper state population is 
given by 
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where 0
1N  is the lower state population, Ilaser the irradiated laser intensity, and B12 

the Einstein coefficient of stimulated absorption. Taking account both of (5.1) and 
(5.2) indicates the fluorescence intensity to be linearly dependent upon the lower-
state population, the laser intensity and the B12 coefficient. The quenching term in 
the denominator is what makes quantitative LIF measurements difficult, especially 
because this term is dependent upon temperature, pressure, the collisional 

Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram showing energy 
transfer processes in a typical radical. 
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environment, and the quantum numbers of the different states. All of these 
parameters are difficult to determine satisfactorily at any given moment in a 
specific measurement situation.   

Unless used wisely, LIF is also sensitive to both photoionization and 
predissociation, which means that an excited molecule can become ionized or 
dissociate prior to emitting a photon. When LIF is used carefully, however, 
photoionization and predissociation may both be negligible. Fig. 5.1 shows 
schematically the different processes involved in LIF. Two of these, rotational 
energy transfer (RET) and vibrational energy transfer (VET), can result in extra 
spectral lines in the spectrum through the collisions that occur.  

There are a number of different approaches in dealing with quenching, 
involving either avoiding it entirely or measuring it. In predissociative LIF and 
ionization LIF, for example, loss terms can be increased to the point of making 
quenching negligible, but weakening the fluorescence signal dramatically. 
Saturated LIF, an approach in which a strong excitation laser is employed is 
strongly affected by the energy transfer in the ground state, leaving the fluorescence 
signal largely independent of both quenching and laser irradiance. Use of short 
excitation pulses, such that the pulse duration is shorter than collision times 
typically are, is a further option, one that enables quenching-free measurements to 
be performed, yet the short pulses involved can introduce other problems, such as 
limited spectral resolution, through the linewidth of the laser being related to the 
pulse duration. The shorter the duration is, the broader the spectral profile 
becomes. 

5.2 Laser-induced fluorescence for CH detection 

There are many intermediate species that are important in combustion research. 
The spectrum of one of these, CH, was first studied in Lund by Heurlinger in 
1918 [129]. It took until the 1960s, however, due to its low concentration, before 
Gaydon et al. [130] could detect it in a low-pressure acetylene/oxygen flame 
through use of absorption spectroscopy. Porter et al. [131], were later able, through 
use of the same technique, to make point measurements in acetylene and 
methane/air flames and to map concentration profiles point-wise. They found CH 
to be confined to a very narrow region in the high-temperature reaction zone.  

Somewhat more than a decade later, the first laser-induced fluorescence 
measurements of CH in atmospheric flames were performed [132]. In this work, 
CH was excited at 427.3 nm corresponding to the X 2Π → A2Δ (0,0), K''= 6 → K'= 
7 transition in the R-branch of CH. The first imaging work was conducted by 
Allen et al. [133] in the mid 80s when technical advances in lasers and detectors 
made this possible, their being able, through probing the R(5) line of the A-X 
system mentioned above, to obtain single-shot distributions in a premixed 
ethylene/air flame. 
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Another excitation scheme that has been employed is the X 2Π → A2Δ (0,1) 
transition at ∼387 nm, first examined in [134], the combined fluorescence from 
the diagonal (1,1) and (0,0) bands being detected there at 431 nm. Due to the low 
transition probabilities [135] and electronic energy transfer from the A(1) to the 
B(0) state, the fluorescence signal that was detected was relatively weak, however. 
An additional possibility is the C 2Σ+→X 2Π transition, which, according to Hirano 
et al. [136], is highly predissociative and is thus unsuitable for sensitive CH 
detection. 

A successful excitation scheme used quite frequently for flame structure studies 
in both turbulent premixed flames [137-139] and non-premixed flames [140-143] 
during the last few years, is that of the excitation of the B 2Σ-→X 2Π (0,0) band 
followed by the detection of fluorescence from the B-X (0,1) and the A-X bands. 

In the work presented in Paper XIII, excitation was carried out at ∼387.3 nm 
in the R-branch of the (0,0) band of the B-X system. The fluorescence was 
collected at around 431 nm from the B-X (0,1), A-X (1,1) and A-X (0,0) bands. 
The population in the A band originated from electronic energy transfer from the 
B state. This wavelength shift made it easy to separate the elastic scattering at the 
laser wavelength from the fluorescence through use of a colour glass filter (GG-
400). 

The laser used in the present work was an alexandrite laser (described in 
Section 2.4) characterized by a long pulse duration (∼150 ns) and a pulse energy of 
∼200 mJ. Its pulse energy is increased by a factor of almost two by a flash lamp 

pumped amplifier and its 
frequency is doubled so as to 
obtain the desired wavelength of 
387.3 nm. The laser has the 
possibility of being run either in 
single- or multi-mode with a 
linewidth of 100 MHz or 8 cm-1, 
respectively. The narrow linewidth 
option was used to determine the 
line positions in the CH spectrum. 
The simultaneous recording of 
LIF from iodine, excited by the 
first anti-Stokes component of 
hydrogen gas at 585 nm, helped in 
determining the line positions and 
enabled an absolute frequency 

scale to be employed. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Most of the measurements were made using the multi-mode option, which 

enables 7 rotational lines to be excited simultaneously. This, together with the long 
pulse duration and the high peak power, increased the sensitivity of CH detection. 
The long pulse duration enabled the same molecule to be excited several times 

Figure 5.2 Schematic view of the experimental 
setup: BS, beamsplitter; SL, seeding laser; FP, 
Fabry-Perot etalon; IF, interference filter; FD, 
frequency doubling; PMT, photo-multiplier 
tube; Ch 1 and Ch 2, input channels to the 
oscilloscope. 
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during a given pulse, since the lifetime in the excited state is in the order of 1 ns. 
The pulse energy at 387.3 nm was ∼70 mJ, which is to be compared with ∼20 mJ 
for a conventional Nd:YAG pumped dye system. Taking all of this into account, 
the sensitivity can be estimated as being two orders of magnitude higher than for a 
conventional Nd:YAG pumped dye-laser system. This enables two-dimensional 
measurements to be performed within a wide range of stoichiometries, from Φ = 
0.6 to Φ = 2, with high signal-to-noise ratios. The signal peaks at Φ ∼1.3. 

This was demonstrated by single shot imaging at a high spatial resolution in a 
lean and highly turbulent methane/air jet flame, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The co-axial 
burner is described in Section 2.7.1. The work was continued, simultaneous 
OH/CH measurements performed using the scheme mentioned above, being 
presented in Paper D. 
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Figure 5.3 Single-shot CH PLIF of a lean 
and turbulent co-axial jet flame, a) the CH 
distribution in the jet flame as a whole, b) 
the CH distribution in the selected region of 
the flame indicated in a). Note that b) was 
acquired under the same flame conditions 
but with use of a smaller lasersheet and of 
different collecting optics. The thickness of 
the CH layer was estimated at 220 μm. 
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5.3 Mid-infrared laser-induced fluorescence (IRLIF) 

There are several molecular species that for different reasons are not readily 
accessible in the UV/visible spectral range. Several of these have IR-active ro-
vibrational transitions that can be excited in the mid-IR range. Small hydrocarbons 
(C1-C3) also have special spectral features in the IR spectral regime, creating the 
possibility of their being identified there on this basis. This makes investigation of 
laser-induced fluorescence in the mid-infrared spectral regime of particular interest 
as such, although to date only few studies aimed at exploiting this have been made, 
mainly due to the lack of effective detectors or suitable laser sources. These 
technical problems have been addressed during the last years, however, and better 
laser sources and more sensitive detectors having become available. This has 
sparked a number of publications in this area by Hanson and co-workers [35,120-
123]. In the present work, several investigations of the feasibility of applying IRLIF 
to combustion have also been conducted.  

An investigation of CO2 at 2 μm with use of IRPS is described briefly in Papers 
VII, B and C, IRLIF measurements were also obtained there, various comparisons 
being made with the lineshapes obtained by IRPS, and the dependence upon 
collisions in the two cases. The alexandrite laser described in Section 2.4, was 
utilized in this work, the laser being Raman-shifted in order to achieve the desired 
wavelength through use of the 2nd Stokes. A single-shot image of a CO2 flow in 
open air is shown in Fig. 2.9, the IR-camera from Santa Barbara Focalplane 
(described in Section 2.5.4) being used to obtain it.  The transition that was 
probed, (0000)→(1201), was too weak, however, for IRLIF to be performed in a 
realistic case, with all the background emissions this could be expected to involve. 
Accordingly, the Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser system outfitted with a frequency 
extension unit (described in Section 2.3) was selected later for probing the 
(0000)→(1001) transition at 2.7 μm. This transition was approximately 45 times 
stronger than the one just referred to, yielding the signal increase that was needed. 
In both cases the fluorescence signal was detected at 4.3 μm.  

An excitation scan with 2.7 μm laser excitation of CO2 is shown in Fig. 5.4, a) 
is the acquired spectrum and b) a simulation using parameters from the HITRAN 
database [126]. The measured line positions and strengths correspond well to the 
simulated spectrum. The evident discrepancies are due to water line absorption in 
the ambient air as the IR-beam passes through it.  

Cell measurements under elevated pressure conditions showed the IRLIF signal 
from CO2 to drop and become undetectable when the pressure reached ∼10 bar, a 
limitation due mainly to absorption and to collisional quenching, suggesting that 
obtaining measurements under conditions of elevated pressures could be difficult 
to perform. 
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Figure 5.4 LIF excitation-scan of the (0000)→(1001) band by 2.7 μm IR laser excitation. The 
spectrum was acquired in a gas jet at atmospheric pressure containing 5% CO2 diluted with 
Ar, a) being the measured spectrum and b) a simulation using parameters from the HITRAN 
database. 

Two-dimensional measurements in cold CO2/Ar jets were also performed at 
ambient air of varying CO2 concentration, see Fig. 5.5. The signal-to-background 
ratios obtained give promise of future measurements for gas phase diagnostics in 
cold flows succeeding well. As can be seen in Fig. 5.5 a), the signal strength is 
sufficiently strong, even at CO2 concentrations as low as 0.26% and at 1 mJ in an 
∼10 mm high lasersheet.  

 

Figure 5.5 Single-shot LIF images of CO2 in free gas jets of 1 mJ per pulse at 
2.7 μm. a) 0.26% CO2 in Ar, signal - background = 69 counts; b) 4.50% 
CO2 in Ar, signal - background = 810 counts. 
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The overall impression one gains from the results is that quantification of the 
IRLIF signal will be a challenging task, due to the complex collision dynamics and 
energy-transfer processes involved, at the same time as IRLIF possesses considerable 
potential for sensitive instantaneous gas diagnostics in cold flows. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary and outlook 

The thesis dealt with the development of new detection schemes for laser 
combustion diagnostics. It took up three different topics: filtered Rayleigh 
scattering, polarization spectroscopy and laser-induced fluorescence. The various 
schemes differ considerably from each other, each having its pros and cons yet all 
of them contribute to an appreciable degree of achieving a better understanding of 
combustion-related phenomena. 

An approach to filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS) utilizing a single-longitudinal 
mode alexandrite laser, which is rare within the combustion community, was 
developed. The alexandrite laser was paired with an isotopically enhanced mercury 
filter. The laser itself, with its long pulse duration, high peak power and narrow 
linewidth, proved very useful. For FRS in the UV-spectral regime the system is able 
to deliver a maximum of 50 mJ at 253.7 nm, the absorption wavelength of the 
mercury filter. The aim was to be able to perform FRS measurements in the UV, 
since the cross-section scales as σ ∝ ν4. The technique is able to perform 
measurements in environments unsuitable for conventional Rayleigh scattering. Its 
use was demonstrated in Paper I and II, and in applications taken up in Paper III 
and IV. Attempts were also made to measure fuel/air distributions in Diesel and 
HCCI engines. Although in Diesel engines there may be a possibility in the future 
of performing quantitative measurements, at present only qualitative information 
can be obtained, as discussed in Chapter 3. Measurements of the fuel/air ratio in 
HCCI combustion were also found to be difficult to obtain, due to the low fuel 
concentration, although measuring absolute temperature distributions with use of 
refined models was considered to be feasible.  

A possible development of FRS is to change the species in the molecular filter, 
while a UV-laser beam sometimes can introduce interfering fluorescence and 
absorption that might be avoided if the wavelength is increased. Use of rubidium at 
780 nm, which is still within reach with use of the alexandrite laser system, is 
regarded as a possible candidate. It involves a decrease in the signal due to the 
dependence on wavelength, but part of that signal decrease can be compensated as 
the laser energy is increased by at least a factor of ten at that wavelength. 
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Polarization spectroscopy (PS) was developed and utilized for minor species 
detection, both in the UV/visible spectral regime (Paper V, VI) and in the mid-
infrared (Paper VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII). The high signal-to-background ratio of 
PS is not easily obtained by use of any other technique. In the present work the 
detection of the CH radical demonstrated the sub-Doppler capability of the 
approach and imaging of atomic hydrogen its capability of providing two-
dimensional measurements. Most of the work in this area has been directed, 
however, at the mid-infrared spectral regime, since there are many combustion-
related species that have no electronic transitions in the UV/visible spectral regime. 
In addition, the background may be suppressed to a sufficient extent in the PS 
measurements, something which is difficult in e.g. LIF. 

In the present work the alexandrite laser system was used for high resolution PS 
directed both at CH and CO2, due to its advantages pointed out to possess. In the 
other IR-measurements a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser provided with a frequency 
conversion unit was utilized to probe IR-active molecules. The work began with 
the detection of small hydrocarbons in non-reacting flows and was continued in 
reacting flows. The aim was to develop the method so as to be able to study 
potential problems connected with interfering water lines and possibilities of 
detecting trace species such as CH3 in flames. The work was successful, possibilities 
for measuring further radicals appearing to be just around the corner. The 
development of two-dimensional measurements utilizing IRPS is a next natural 
step. What is needed to make PS still more useful is a simplified model for 
performing quantitative measurements, both of species concentrations and for 
temperatures. An interesting approach is pico-second PS in which short pulses are 
utilized. Attempts in this direction have been made [110,111] but further 
investigation aimed at reducing collisional dependence could be of considerable 
interest. It would also be of interest to compare results of PS measurements with 
those of such probing techniques as mass-spectrometry.  

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is probably the most commonly used laser 
diagnostic technique. In the present work, the LIF signal was compared with the 
PS signal, both in the visible range (Paper V) and in the mid-IR-spectral range 
(Paper VII), although the emphasis here was on the use of LIF for CH detection in 
lean combustion. A new detection scheme, probing several lines simultaneously, 
was developed. This was made possible by the exploration again of the properties 
of the alexandrite laser. No effort has been done thus far to quantify the results, but 
the results have become important in collaboration with modelers and it is already 
an important tool in efforts to better understand turbulent reacting flows and can 
be expected to become more important in this area. Already, simultaneous 
measurements of CH and OH (Paper D) have been performed, and other 
measurements are on the way. This excitation scheme holds promise for other 
species as well. In the near future, single-shot HCO can be expected to appear 
[144].  
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Summary of papers 

I.  In this paper, the use of a single-longitudinal-mode alexandrite laser is 
described. The laser system is explained and a system for absolute 
frequency calibration and for computer control of frequency scanning, are 
taken up. High-resolution two-photon CO laser-induced fluorescence, 
temperature imaging by filtered Rayeligh scattering (FRS), and infrared 
polarization spectroscopy (IRPS) for detection of CO2, are presented so as 
to demonstrate the wide diversity of the laser system. 

 I helped set up the absolute frequency control, although Mikael Afzelius and 
Zhongshan Li did most of the work. I did not participate in the CO 
measurements but performed and evaluated the FRS measurements. I took part 
in the IRPS measurements and carried out some of the evaluation. The order 
of the authors reflects my relative contribution to writing of the manuscript. 

 
II.  The development of UV-FRS at 254 nm is reported here. A single-

longitudinal-mode alexandrite laser was utilized to obtain the tunable 254 
nm beam, the wavelength coinciding with a strong absorption line of 
mercury. Mercury was chosen as an atomic filter. The characteristics of the 
filter and the basic concept of FRS are discussed, measurements in both 
premixed and diffusion flames being presented and in some cases being 
compared with earlier measurements.  

 I did the major part of the work in developing FRS, in this aided by Mikael 
Afzelius and Zhongshan Li, and I performed all the measurements. I was 
responsible for preparing the manuscript. 

 
III.  Three different techniques – particle-induced velocimetry (PIV) for flow 

field measurements, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) for flame front 
propagation studies, and FRS for temperature measurements – were 
performed in pairs in a newly developed low-swirl burner as a first step in 
the development of a detailed large-eddy simulation validation database 
for turbulent combustion.   

 I performed the FRS measurements and evaluated the data. Hans Seyfried, 
Jimmy Olofsson and Christian Brackmann performed the OH LIF 
measurements and Per Petersson and Andreas Nauert the PIV measurements. 
The burner was controlled by Andreas Nauert. Per Peterson prepared the 
manuscript, in which I contributed with the part concerning FRS. 
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IV.  Surface temperature measurements by thermographic phosphors (TPP) 
and gas phase measurements close to a stainless steel surface by FRS were 
conducted. Stray light from the surface was found to be strongly 
suppressed using FRS. Gas-phase temperature measurements as close as 
250 μm from the surface were performed. The results obtained and 
challenges connected with use of the approach were discussed. 

 I performed the FRS measurements and evaluated the FRS data together with 
Jan Brübach. Alaa Omrane and Jan Brübach performed the TPP 
measurements. Jan Brübach had the major responsibility for preparing the 
manuscript. I contributed in the part concerning FRS. 

 
V.  Simultaneous PS and LIF measurements of CH were conducted here in a 

low-pressure flat flame. Counter-propagating beam geometry was utilized 
in the PS setup for sub-Doppler measurements. PS and LIF lineshapes 
were compared and saturation energies extracted. The saturation energy 
for LIF was found to be more than one order of magnitude higher than for 
PS. 

 I took part in the measurements. Johannes Kiefer carried out most of the data 
analysis and prepared the major part of the manuscript. 

 
VI.  A novel nonlinear laser spectroscopic technique for single-shot imaging of 

atomic hydrogen is reported on here. The hydrogen atoms were pumped 
to the 2s state via two-photon excitation by a 243 nm laser beam. The 
population in the 2s state was then probed at 486 nm by use of 
conventional polarization spectroscopy. A single Nd:YAG pumped optical 
parametric oscillator was used in the scheme. Single-shot visualization of 
atomic hydrogen with high spatial resolution was demonstrated.  
All three authors co-planned the measurements. Martin Linvin and I 
conducted the measurements. Martin Linvin carried out most of the data 
evaluation and had the major responsibility for preparing the manuscript. 
 

VII.  IRPS and IRLIF of CO2 were performed at 2 μm using a single-
longitudinal-mode alexandrite laser. IRPS and IRLIF lineshapes were 
extracted. The IRLIF lineshapes were pure Lorentzian, whereas the IRPS 
lineshapes were Lorentzian-cubed, due to the lack of saturation. The 
broadening coefficients were determined and were compared to earlier 
results. The IRPS broadening coefficient was ∼8 % larger than for IRLIF. 
Zeyad Alwahabi, Zhongshan Li and I planned the work and performed the 
measurements. Zeyad Alwahabi conducted most of the data analysis and was 
responsible for preparing the manuscript. The theory on line broadening 
coefficients was applied by Zeyad Alwahabi.  
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VIII.  In this study the detection of methane was performed by probing 
asymmetrical ro-vibrational transitions around 3000 cm-1 by means of 
IRPS. All the measurements were performed at ambient temperature and 
pressure in a jet of methane diluted with argon. The signal-to-noise ratio 
in the measurements was higher than 10000:1. The dependence on 
methane molefraction and laser pump power was investigated. 
The authors planned the measurements together. Martin Rupinski (later 
Linvin) and I conducted all of the measurements and had an equal part in 
evaluation of the data. We also prepared all of the figures for the manuscript. 
Zhongshan Li had the major responsibility for preparing the manuscript, 
Martin and I both contributed to its preparation.  

  
IX.  In this work the detection of methane and ethane in both cold and 

reacting flows is reported. The v3-band of methane and the v7-band of 
ethane were both probed by IRPS. The IRPS signal was compared to that 
of IRLIF, the IRPS signal proving to be much stronger. The detection 
limit for ethane was estimated as being 50 ppm at ambient temperature 
and pressure. Measurements of methane in a premixed flat flame were also 
conducted successfully. 
Zhongshan Li, Martin Rupinski (later Linvin) and I planned the work. 
Martin Linvin and I conducted the measurements and evaluated the data. 
Martin Linvin and I also prepared all of the figures for the manuscript. 
Zhongshan Li had the major responsibility in preparing the manuscript, 
Martin and I contributing to this. I presented the work at the 30th 
International Symposium on Combustion.  

 
X.  Mid-infrared polarization spectroscopy was used to probe non-intrusively 

and in a spatially-resolved manner the asymmetric C-H stretching 
vibration of acetylene at ∼3 μm, from 70 mbar to ambient pressure. 
Dependence of the signal on laser fluence, acetylene molefraction and the 
colliding partners involved was investigated. Detection of nascent 
acetylene in a low-pressure premixed methane/oxygen flame was 
conducted, the methyl radical being detected there.    
Zhongshan Li did most of the planning, Martin Linvin and I contributing to 
it. Zhongshan Li, Martin Linvin, Johannes Kiefer and I conducted the 
measurements. Zhongshan Li did most of the data processing. I prepared most 
of the figures for the manuscript, which Zhongshan Li had the major 
responsibility in preparing, Johannes Kiefer and I contributing to the 
preparation of it. 
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XI.  The detection of water and carbon dioxide in low-pressure lean premixed 
flames is reported in this paper, which aimed at investigating the potential 
application of IRPS to the diagnosis of reactive flows in the presence of 
strong background IR emission, as well as the potential interference of hot 
water lines in measuring CO2. The molecules were probed at around ∼2.7 
μm. Both water and CO2 were found to have strong absorption. The lines 
both for water and for CO2 were simulated using parameters taken from 
the HITRAN/HITEMP database, satisfactory results being obtained.  
Zhongshan Li planned the work, Martin Linvin and I performed the 
measurements together with Zhongshan Li. Zhongshan Li conducted the 
simulations and had the major responsibility in organizing the manuscript. I 
prepared some of the figures and proofread the manuscript. 

 
XII.  In this study, hot water and OH was probed by IRPS in low pressure, lean 

premixed flames. The interference of the hot waterlines in the detection of 
minor species was investigated. Temperature estimates obtained by 
simulation of the water lines (using the HITRAN/HITEMP database) 
were extracted.  
Zhongshan Li planned most of the work. Changhong Hu and Zhongshan Li 
performed most of the measurements, with some assistance by Martin Linvin 
and me. Zhongshan Li carried out the simulations and prepared the major 
part of the manuscript. I prepared the figures and proofread the manuscript. 

 
XIII.  The development of a new and improved excitation scheme for the LIF 

detection of CH is reported here. An alexandrite laser was used to excite 
the B-X (0,0) band of CH. The laser was used in both a broadband (8 cm-

1) and a single mode (100 MHz). Broadband excitation allowed several 
lines absorption lines to be probed simultaneously. The long pulse 
duration also helped increase the signal. Single-shot data was collected over 
a large range of stoichiometries. Use of the technique in a highly 
turbulent, lean, partially premixed methane/air flame established on a co-
axial burner was demonstrated.   
Zhonshan Li, Johannes Kiefer and I planned and performed the 
measurements. Zhongshan Li and Johannes Kiefer had the major responsibility 
for preparing the manuscript. I also contributed to preparing it. Martin 
Linvin and I prepared the figures. 

 




